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Abstract:  

Visual elements on product packaging may affect consumer perceptions of a brand, and 

by altering packaging visual elements, companies are able to change the perception of 

quality and even shift the brand’s positioning on the market. However, different 

generations perceive packaging designs differently, and generational groups as an 

audience for a marketing campaign are often overlooked. 

 

The aim of the thesis was to examine the impact wine bottle labels have on perceived 

brand prestige. More specifically, the thesis was set to find out how wine bottle labels 

influence perceived brand prestige among Finnish millennial consumers and what parts 

of labels, if any, influence perceived brand prestige the most amongst millennial 

consumers. 

Relevant academic literature on branding, brand prestige, and millennials as a modern 

generation, as well as wine bottle marketing and front-label design elements, were 

reviewed carefully and meticulously. 

The thesis comprised of two intertwining studies, and the empirical research methods 

were qualitative and abductive. Study 1 was a visual qualitative content analysis, and 

Study 2 was qualitative interviews done with the help of photo elicitation elements and 

an interview guide. In Study 1, 130 genuine wine bottles from Alko.fi were analyzed in 

order to gather relevant colors and illustrations to create photo elicitation elements for 

Study 2. Study 2 was conducted using eight interviews with millennial wine consumers. 

The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed using tapings and field notes, after 

which a thematic analysis was done. 

The findings show that a traditional layout has the greatest impact on brand prestige 

perceptions amongst the millennial informants. Based on the research and empirical 

study's main findings on wine brand prestige perceptions, the final conclusion can be 

made that wines are indeed judged by their label. 
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consumers, Generation Y, market segmentation, consumer perceptions, brand prestige 
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Avhandlingens rubrik: Judging a Wine by its Label? Wine bottle labels impact on 

millennials’ perceived brand prestige 

Sammandrag: 

Visuella element på produktförpackningar kan påverka konsumenternas uppfattning 

om ett varumärke, och genom att förändra förpackningens design eller stil är det möjligt 

att ändra på uppfattningen av kvalitet och hela varumärkets positionering på 

marknaden. Olika generationer uppfattar förpackningsdesign på olika sätt och 

generationsgrupper som konsumenter för en marknadsföringskampanj är ofta 

bortsedda. 

 

Syftet med avhandlingen var att undersöka vilken inverkan vinflasketiketter har på 

upplevd varumärkesprestige bland finländska millennialkonsumenter. Mer specifikt 

syftade avhandlingen till att ta reda på hur vinflasketiketter påverkar upplevd 

varumärkesprestige bland millennialkonsumenter och vilket designelement i etiketten 

påverkar upplevd varumärkesprestige mest. 

 

Relevant akademisk litteratur angående varumärken, varumärkesprestige och 

millennialer som en modern generation, såväl som allmän marknadsföring av viner 

samt vinflasketiketters designelement utforskades. 

 

Avhandlingen bestod av två sammanflätade studier och de empiriska 

forskningsmetoderna var kvalitativa och abduktiva till sin natur, studie 1 bestod av en 

visuell kvalitativ innehållsanalys och studie 2 bestod av kvalitativa intervjuer där det 

användes en intervjuguide samt foto-eliciterings elementer. I studie 1 analyserades 130 

vinflaskor från Alko.fi för att samla relevanta färger och illustrationer för foto-

eliciterings elementerna användna i studie 2. Studie 2 genomfördes med hjälp av åtta 

intervjuer med millennialvinkonsumenter. Intervjuerna inspelades och transkriberades 

före en tematisk analys gjordes. 

 

Resultaten visar att en traditionell designlayout har största inverkan på uppfattningar 

angående varumärkesprestige bland de intervjuade millenialerna. Baserat på den 

forskning som gjorts och resultaten från de empiriska studierna kan den slutliga 

slutsatsen dras att viner verkligen bedöms på grund av deras etikett. 

 

Nyckelord: vinmarknadsföring, förpacknings design, vinetikett, 

millenniekonsumentgrupp, generationen Y, marknadssegmentering, 

konsumentuppfattning, varumärkeprestige 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Visual elements on product packaging, especially in the food industry, do affect consumer 

perception of a product and a brand, and by altering visual packaging elements, companies 

are able to change the perception of quality and even the whole brand’s positioning (Celhay 

& Remaud, 2018; Wang, 2013). However, different generations perceive packaging designs 

in different ways (Piqueras-Fiszman, Ares, & Varela, 2011), and it has been told that 

“generational cohorts are one of the least understood marketing dynamics” (Bruwer, Saliba, 

& Miller, 2011, p. 6).  

Consumers’ perception of a product is influenced by packaging and appearance, as well as 

other attributes of the product, such as taste and smell. (Sijtsema, Linnemann, Gaasbeek, 

Dagevos, & Jongen, 2002). Millennials buying behavior, especially within the wine 

industry, is highly influenced by appearances (Chrysochou, Krystallis, Mocanu, & Leigh, 

2012). However, there has not been any research done regarding brand prestige 

perceptions, making the topic of this thesis interesting from an academic perspective and 

from the perspective of wine producers and marketers. Another reason the millennial 

generation would be an interesting group to study in the context of wine is because of 

speculations that millennials prefer spirits and beer over wine (Asimov, 2022).  

Millennials emphasize attributes such as “attractive front label” about wine bottles in 

general, while older generations are influenced by the more informative attributes on the 

label, such as the mention of grape variety (Chrysochou et al., 2012). Compared to older 

generations, millennials are less brand loyal, and their purchasing behavior is influenced by 

brand appeal, which is linked to the physical appearance of the products and packaging 

design (Blanc, Zanchini, Di Vita, & Brun, 2021). Wine bottles are comprised of many design 

elements; Orth and Malkewitz (2008) list an extensive list of 48 different extrinsic elements 

which might influence a wine consumer. Millennials' attention is drawn to the most “eye-

catching” bottles and labels, and having an attractive wine bottle design affects millennial 

purchasing behavior most out of all possible factors (Henley, Fowler, Yuan, Stout, & Goh, 

2011). 

Millennials want to enhance their quality of life by purchasing products that bring status 

and experiences, and it has been found that millennials “signal a willingness to ‘trade up’” 

(Mundel, Huddleston, & Vodermeier, 2017, p. 74), meaning that they are intrigued by 

exclusivity. While millennials are after eccentric products, they also appreciate a fair price 

(Henley et al., 2011). Brand prestige is often associated with high-end quality (Favier, 

Celhay, & Pantin-Sohier, 2019), and as millennials tend to spend money on status-signaling 
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products (Mundel et al., 2017), the generational group of millennials is a compelling group 

to examine further in this regard. 

Consumption volumes of wine have been growing both in-home- and out-of-home-use since 

2012. The sudden decline in 2020 is probably the result of the Covid-19 outbreak as out-of-

home consumption dropped 32% from 2019, whilst in-home use only declined 0,02% and 

resumed to the inclining trend already the following year, 2021. Based on this, it can be 

assumed that the wine bottle reselling industry is relatively secure and constant, regardless 

of the world situation, when looking at the historical consumption volumes and the 

predictions on future consumption worldwide. (Statista, 2021, see Appendix 2.) 

Finland is not a traditional wine-producing country, as it is located in the Northern 

hemisphere. Its Nordic flora forces wine producers to focus more on berry wine than 

traditional fruit wines (Finnish Wine Growers Association [Suomen viiniyrittäjät ry], 2022). 

However, regardless, there is a need to plan and strategize wine label marketing also for 

Finnish consumers, regardless of the country of origin. In 2021, 46% of all consumed 

alcohol in Finland was beer, but consumption has decreased since 2016. Also, in the past 

ten years, consumption of strong alcoholic drinks in Finland has decreased, while 

consumption of low-alcohol (less than 18% ABV) wines has almost doubled. Low-alcohol 

wine is consumed more at home compared to out-of-home. High-alcohol wine is sold more 

often through retailers, meaning that consumers can look at the bottles before purchasing, 

unlike in a typical restaurant setting when purchasing wine per glass. (THL [Finnish 

Institute for Health and Welfare], 2022.) This fact is interesting for wine producers in 

Finland as well as for producers importing wine to the Finnish market. 

According to Castellini and Samoggia (2018), “wine consumption trends are undergoing 

significant changes that may result in opportunities for the wine industry” (p. 128). Not only 

this but also the incline of volumes of wine consumed, together with the highest peak in the 

adult population (in 2018) being at 30 years old (Roser, 2019, see Appendix 1), makes the 

millennial wine consumer an interesting subject to study. 

In the general press, Forbes has published an article with the title “Why wine label design 

matters so much” (Talbot, 2019), and Business Insider has published the article “The 3 most 

important things to look for on a wine label, according to an expert” (Murray, 2018), which 

displays the timeliness and freshness of a study regarding wine labels and consumer 

perceptions. Also, The Washington Post published an article called “Millennials are into 

wine, but the industry hasn’t figured that out yet” (Coney, 2020), which indicates that the 

wine industry might not have considered that millennials are different type of consumers 

from those before them, and thus are missing on masses of potential. 
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1.1 Research problem 

A label is only one part of a wine bottle's body, and still, studies about the label alone have 

raised research interest in the past decades, in the form of, for example, consumer 

perceptions on quality (Henley et al., 2011; Rocchi & Stefani, 2006; Sáenz-Navajas, Campo, 

Sutan, Ballester, & Valentin, 2013), purchase intent (Boudreaux & Palmer, 2007; Escandon-

Barbosa & Rialp-Criado, 2019; Pelet, Durrieu, & Lick, 2020), how consumers perceive labels 

(Celhay & Remaud, 2018; Favier et al., 2019) and brand impressions through labels (Orth 

& Malkewitz, 2008). Previously, a general perception of wine labels has also been studied 

amongst Hong Kong Chinese consumers (Tang, Tchetchik, & Cohen, 2015). 

Consumer perceptions about brand prestige have been studied in different contexts as well 

(Vigneron & Johnson, 1999; Lye, Venkateswarlu, & Barrett, 2001; B. Dubois & Czellar, 

2002; Baek, Kim, & Yu, 2010; Lee, Chen, & Wang, 2015; Hwang & Han, 2016; Mundel et 

al., 2017), but never in the context of brand prestige perceptions on wine bottle labels. Kim 

and Petitjean (2021) found in their study that a wine bottle with an atypical design was 

preferred by consumers when buying prestigious wines and that prestigious products 

(compared to ‘normal’ products) are perceived differently on an aesthetic, functional, and 

symbolic level. This study is the closest one found by the author relating to this thesis topic. 

Millennial wine consumers and generational comparison of wine consumption as a research 

topic seem to be growing (Nowak, Thach, & Olsen, 2006; Chrysochou et al., 2012; Mueller, 

Remaud, & Chabin, 2011; Elliot & Barth, 2012; Lategan, Pentz, & du Preez, 2017; 

Wiedmann, Behrens, Klarmann, & Hennigs, 2014). Also, the potential market will grow as 

the older generation groups get smaller year by year, and millennial wine consumption 

volumes increases as the millennial consumer ages (Fountain & Lamb, 2011), which 

eventually leads to the millennials being the biggest wine-consuming generational group. 

Lockshin and Corsi (2012) state that “the real contribution wine marketing researchers can 

give to both industry and academia is the discovery of new marketing aspects” (p. 17). This 

statement is linked to the known fact in marketing that the product category of ‘wine’ is 

considered one of the most complex to market, and not many consumer product marketing 

practices or studies are relevant for marketing or transferable to the wine industry. The 

marketing of alcoholic products is also restricted by law in some countries. 

In conclusion to the research problem, it can be said that there is a gap in research about 

brand prestige perceptions on wine bottle labels, and new aspects within wine marketing 

are encouraged and needed. As previously disclosed, several researchers have focused on 

perceived quality in their studies, but perceived brand prestige has not been addressed to 
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the same extent. Millennials perceived brand prestige through wine labels should be studied 

because it has been shown that it is important to millennials that “wine offers a certain value 

for money” (Wiedmann et al., 2014, p. 1130), and the value for money could be offered by 

wine producers in the form of hedonic and symbolic value (Tynan, McKechnie, & Chhuon, 

2010), or in other words, through prestigious wine brands or visually pleasing bottles. 

Studying wine bottle design elements and exploring what makes them perceived as 

prestigious would offer new aspects to the wine marketing field and possibly provide unseen 

results. Therefore, the thesis topic is justified as it is academically relevant but previously 

neglected in academia and interesting to study as it will provide academic contribution as 

well as managerial implications for wine producers.  

1.2 Aim of the study 

The thesis aims to examine the impact of wine bottle labels on perceived brand prestige 

among Finnish millennial consumers. The following research questions have been 

formulated to reach this thesis aim. 

RQ1: How do wine bottle labels influence perceived brand prestige amongst millennial 

consumers? 

RQ2: What parts of wine bottle labels, if any, influence perceived brand prestige the most 

amongst millennial consumers? 

1.3 Delimitations 

The study will only concentrate on Finnish millennial consumers' self-reported perceptions 

and experiences. Due to the limited scope of a master’s thesis and in order to conduct 

meaningful studies with contributing results, the following delimitations are also put in 

place.  

The study is concentrated geographically in Finland, as Study 2 requires physical face-to-

face interviews to get the most out of the photo-elicitation approach. The interview 

participants are all Finnish citizens residing in Southern Finland, and the interviews will be 

in Finnish language to receive as detailed and nuanced replies from the native Finnish-

speaking participants as possible. This thesis will only address the generation group 

commonly known as millennials, not other generational groups or cusps. 

This thesis will address only red wine bottles in both Study 1 and Study 2. Red wines were 

chosen from different types of wine groups because it is the biggest wine category on 

www.alko.fi-website at the moment of data gathering for Study 1. Delimiting to only one 

type of wine helps control the time needed for the photo-elicitation element creation and 
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possibly avoids interview participants' unknown bias on their wine preferences (if, for 

example, photo-elicitation would have included bottles with different types of wine). 

1.4 Structure of thesis 

This thesis comprises of five main chapters and multiple subchapters, which will ultimately 

offer results and discussion regarding the mentioned research questions through carefully 

constructed theory related to the thesis topic and empirical studies. This section will provide 

an overview of the thesis as a whole. 

The introduction chapter has offered an explanation of the research problem, presented the 

research questions, discussed delimitations, and provided general motivation for authoring 

this thesis.  

In the theoretical framework (second) chapter, relevant academic literature on millennials 

as a modern generation, branding, and brand prestige, as well as wine bottle marketing and 

front-label design elements, was reviewed. Also, luxury brands will be touched upon since 

it is often mistakenly thought synonymous with prestigious brands. 

The third chapter, called methodology, will detail the empirical research design methods 

chosen for both Studies 1 and 2. This chapter will include a description of the research 

process and the data analysis, which gives the basis for the coming chapter and will help 

answer the research questions.  

The fourth main chapter will include findings and results in the form of informant quotes 

and further analysis of what the informant communicated verbally and non-verbally. The 

last subchapter will provide a concise summary of the findings with visual aids to illustrate.  

Lastly, in the fifth chapter, a discussion on the topics studied will be provided, and both 

theoretical and managerial implications will be shared. The thesis will end with concluding 

remarks. 
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The key concepts in this thesis are the millennial generation, wine label elements, and brand 

prestige. To be able to examine them efficiently, the topics will be split into their own 

subchapters. The first part will consist of theory on generations, millennials, and their 

behavior. The second part will consist of wine marketing, wine purchasing motives, and 

bottle label theory. The third part will focus on different closely related topics to brand 

prestige, such as branding in general and how prestigious brands are not synonymous with 

luxury brands. The two latter parts will introduce frameworks that are to be used in the 

thesis’ empirical research. As the thesis will follow an abductive research approach, a 

literature review will be used to map out variables and identify their interrelationship as the 

“preconceptions”, as suggested by A. Dubois and Gadde (2002). 

2.1 Modern generations 

Already back in 1927 (translated from German to English only in 1952), Mannheim 

introduced a generational theory explaining how different generations should be viewed not 

only as chronological or historical units but also as groups who share intellectual, cultural, 

social, and political events and influences that affect and unites a group all through their 

life. Mannheim (1952) describes what a generation is in abstract or even poetic ways, calling 

it a “spirit of the age” (p. 284) and “a secular rhythm” (p. 286). Mannheim’s essay is seen as 

the first, most comprehensively, and systematically developed concept of generation 

(Bengtson, Furlong, & Laufer, 1983; Pilcher, 1994).  

It is essential and even practical to specify different generational groups if one wants to 

understand the ever-changing social characteristics in groups of people (Mannheim, 1952.) 

Norum (2003) agrees that generational differentiation should be used rather than just 

dividing the population by age in order to understand different groups.  

There is a consensus amongst researchers that there are three main generations after World 

War II (Table 1), but the names of the generations and the birth years differ. The most 

common name of the first generation after WWII is a variation of “Baby Boomer”, the 

second generation is most commonly known as “Gen X”, and the third as “Gen Y” or 

“Millennials”, as can be seen in Table 1. 
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 Table 1 Modern generation names and timespans presented by different authors 

 
 

2.1.1 Millennial generation  

The Millennial generation is also referred to as Nexters, Gen Next, Gen Y, Echo Boomers, 

and Baby Boomlets (Herbig et al., 1993; Kapferer & Valette-Florence, 2022; Markert, 2004; 

Morton, 2002; Norum, 2003; Nowak et al., 2006; Smola & Sutton, 2002), but the 

millennials themselves at the beginning of the millennial did not accept these names of 

themselves as the proposed terms were a continuation of other generations (Nowak et al., 

2006; Strauss & Howe, 2000). Thus, the Millennial generation term stayed, even though 

other terms like Net Gen, Digital Gen, and Gen 2000 were also proposed to be used for the 

generation after Gen X (Strauss & Howe, 2000).  

As can be seen in Table 1, there are multiple variations of start and end years for the 

millennial cohorts, but the most commonly used definition of the millennial generation is a 

group of people who were born between the years 1980 and 1999 (Merriam-Webster, 2022). 

Kapferer and Valette-Florence (2022) agree that the millennial demographics include birth 

years in the early 1980s until birth years in the early 2000s. 

Author 
Year 

Strauss & 
Howe 1991 

& 2000 

Herbig, 
Koehler, & 
Day, 1993 

Morton 
2001, 

2002 & 
2003 

Smola & 
Sutton 2002 

Norum 
2003 

Markert 
2004 

Schewe & 
Meredith 

2004 

Mueller, 
Remaud & 

Chabin 
2011 

MacDonald, 
Saliba, & 
Bruwer 

2013 

1 – Gen 

Name 

Boom Baby 

Boom 

Baby 

Boomers 

Boomers Baby 

Boom 

Baby 

Boomers 

Baby 

Boomer 

Baby 

Boomers 

Baby 

Boomers 

Birth 

years 

1943-1960 1946-1964 1946-1964 1946-1964 1946-1964 1946-1965 1946-1965 1945-1963 1946-1964 

2 - Gen 

Name 

13th / X Baby 

Busters 

Gen X Gen X-ers Gen X Gen-X Gen X Gen-X Gen X 

Birth 

years 

1961-1981 1965-1980 1965-1978 1965-1977 1965-1976 1966-1985 1965-1976 1964-1976 1965-1976 

3 – Gen 

Name 

Millennial Baby 

Boomlet 

Gen Y Millennial Gen Y Gen-Y N-Gen Gen-Y Millennial 

Birth 

years 

1982-2002 1981-2000 1977-1994 1978-1995 1977-2003 1986-2005 1977-2004 1977-1995 1977-2000 
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Millennials can be described as independent and autonomous (Mundel et al., 2017). The 

attitudes and behaviors of millennials are extremely different from the previous 

generations, as they are challenging the way Boomers and Gen Xers have built the modern 

world. Compared to Gen Xers, millennials are more optimistic, better educated, more 

engaged, and believe in collective power (Strauss & Howe, 2000). Millennials believe in an 

enjoyable and fun life whilst having responsible and challenging jobs (Mundel et al., 2017; 

Nowak et al., 2006).  

2.1.2 Millennials as consumers 

Consumer habits of different age groups depend largely on what generation the consumers 

belong to, meaning that a 30-year-old boomer did not consume in an equivalent way to a 

millennial 30-year-old, not only because of technological advances but because of early life 

experiences. For example, the millennial children and youth were “kidfluencing” their 

parents financially already from as young as two years old, while the boomer generation 

children only started influencing parental choices at the age of 12 years old (Strauss & Howe, 

2000). 

Most millennials have grown up on consumerism and imported goods, making the group as 

consumers demanding and confident (Strauss & Howe, 2000). Millennials also appreciate 

the act of shopping significantly more than generations before them (Brosdahl & Carpenter, 

2011). Millennials would rather use money than save it, which is why marketing strategies 

targeting the millennial generation are crucial for businesses to understand (Norum, 2003). 

Millennials are both technologically and financially savvy, do not like to be in debt, and use 

the internet to research products, making them an affluent and demanding segment 

(Nowak et al., 2006). Millennials are connected to the wired world 24/7 (Smola & Sutton, 

2002), and their core values are positivism and globalization, and they place importance on 

cool images on products (Norum, 2003). Ferguson (2011) researched the culture of “cool” 

amongst millennials and concluded that a consumption experience is more meaningful than 

a brand to millennials. Also, Mundel et al. (2017) state that millennials are interested in 

investing in experiences rather than in physical goods. 

2.1.2.1 Millennials as wine consumers 

Millennials like to consume wine during social occasions and outside the home, for example, 

in bars. (Chrysochou et al., 2012; de Magistris, Groot, Gracia, & Albisu, 2011; Lategan et al., 

2017). Sometimes they choose wine as their alcoholic beverage to come across as more 

sophisticated (Bruwer et al., 2011; Lategan et al., 2017).  Millennials not only choose to drink 
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wine on particular occasions, but their social circle also influences their choice of alcoholic 

beverage (Agnoli, Begalli, & Capitello, 2011; Chrysochou et al., 2012). 

As millennials are the youngest generation globally of legal age, their perception of wine is 

more linked to their own experiences than past knowledge, and they are more influenced 

by external factors than consumers from older generations (Lategan et al., 2017). 

Millennials are also more brand-conscious (MacDonald et al., 2013). Millennials have 

shown a willingness to pay a premium price for wine and other alcoholic beverages (Lategan 

et al., 2017; The Nielsen Company, 2007), even more so in company than when alone 

(Agnoli et al., 2011).  

It has been proved that as wine consumers get more knowledgeable and experienced in 

wines, they tend to prefer red wine (Fountain & Lamb, 2011), and millennials themselves 

have reported that they have a “low degree of red wine knowledge” (de Magistris et al., p. 

148, 2011), but according to Chrysochou et al. (2012, p. 519), millennials “start off drinking 

red wine rather than white or sweeter wines as an entry point”. As touched upon in the 

introduction, it is said that millennials prefer beer and spirits over wine, and one 

explanation is that quality crafted beer or spirits are cheaper than quality wine (Asimov, 

2022). Another possibility is that millennials are not as familiar with wine brands, as most 

of the large and premium wineries devote only 2-3% of sales on advertising and branding 

costs, while a typical spirits producer or brewery spends from 10% up to 20% of sales 

towards promotional costs (Roberto, 2011). MacDonald et al. (2013), however, found that 

millennials “reportedly consume more wine than beer” (p. 355), which is contradictory to 

other sources. 

2.2 Wine marketing 

Historically wine marketing has been very nonintrusive and subtle, as vineyards and wine 

producers mainly relied on their reputation as a competitive advantage in the market. Only 

starting in the 1990s, the understanding and interest in marketing and branding of wines 

started to rise in academics and within the industry, as new distribution and retailing 

opportunities started to emerge. (Geraghty & Torres, 2009.) 

While the product category ‘wine’ is a complex one to define, wine choice drivers are 

remarkably similar globally. Wine is not only a prestigious beverage but also a tool for social 

happenings and a symbol of culture and history. The complexity poses a challenge for 

making a wine brand mentally available to consumers. (Lockshin & Corsi, 2012.) Also, not 

fully understanding different origin cues and any general lack of understanding to what 
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extent culture affects perceptions of quality in wines will make marketing strategizing even 

more challenging (Sáenz-Navajas, Ballester, Pêcher, Peyron & Valentin, 2013). 

Price acts as a quality signal for most wine consumers and can even dominate other 

purchasing motives. Price is also a constraint economically, which contributes to 

purchasing decisions. (Ginon, Ares, Issanchou, Laboissière, & Deliza, 2014.) However, wine 

brand and label design are said to be the most critical indicators of perceived quality 

(Barber, Almanza, & Donovan, 2006; Chrea et al., 2011).  

There are three levels of wine brands based on perceived quality, 1) wine brands (most 

prestigious brands with a good reputation and high perceived quality), 2) branded wines 

(retailer’ own label brands with an elevated level of consumer awareness but medium 

perceived quality), 3) stricto sensu branded wines (low perceived quality blended wine 

brands that offer standard quality wine to a mass market). However, other aspects than the 

brand influence consumers' quality perceptions, as the older or more knowledgeable the 

wine consumer, the less brand sensitive they are. (Viot & Passebois‐Ducros, 2010.) 

“Wine consumption and purchasing habits differ by generation” (p. 3), which naturally also 

reflects how wine should be marketed to different generations through different media 

outlets and with generation-focused marketing strategies. For example, when trying to 

reach millennial wine consumers, brands should not focus on technical product aspects but 

rather promote the beverage through social aspects. (Wolf, Higgins, Wolf, & Qenani, 2018.) 

There has been some research about segmentation in wine marketing, usually involving 

consuming frequency and price segments as dimensions, such as Thach and Olsen's study 

(2015), but also behavioral or lifestyle segmenting has been studied (Wolf et al., 2018), for 

example, Geraghty and Torres (2009) identified three wine consumers segments based on 

their lifestyle: “casual”, “value-seeking” and “traditionalists”, while Kolyesnikova, Dodd and 

Duhan (2008) identified four: “enthusiasts”, detractors”, “advocates” and “non-advocates”. 

2.2.1 Wine bottle marketing 

Consumers often use a product’s aesthetic (shape, color, materials) to motivate their 

purchase decisions, regardless of whether they are shopping for yogurt or wine bottles 

(Becker, van Rompay, Schifferstein, & Galetzka, 2011). Most wine label researchers mention 

closure, glass color, and labeling as wine bottle design elements (Barber et al., 2006; 

Gluckman, 1986; Sáenz-Navajas, Campo, et al., 2013) but Orth and Malkewitz (2008) list 

48 different extrinsic elements of a wine bottle. They have listed some traditional visual 

elements such as color, images, and typography, but also some not-so-traditional elements 
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such as the presence of the bottle lip, neck label appearance, and the size of the bottle girth 

or where the wine producer’s logo is located on the bottle. 

Consumer perceptions of wine quality are influenced negatively if the wine bottle has a 

screw-top closure, is bigger than 1 liter, is in another packaging than a glass bottle, or if it is 

protected with plastics (Gluckman, 1986). Also, animal-themed attributes reduce wine 

quality perceptions (Sáenz-Navajas, Ballester, et al., 2013). Consumers also perceive that a 

wine bottle with a massive packaging design (meaning, for example, a bottle that is above-

average width, not having a natural bottle glass color, with large logos and images placed 

vertically) indicates low quality, a less healthy, and less sophisticated option, compared to 

other wine bottles, however, massive packaging is associated with high excitement. Wine 

consumers associate low excitement if the packaging is “natural” (with above-average 

elements of bottle symmetry, uniform typography, and harmonic color scheme), yet the 

wine is perceived as “high quality, feminine, healthy, and expensive, but a good value for 

money” (p. 72). (Orth & Malkewitz, 2008.)       

  

2.2.2 Wine bottle front label design 

Consumers have been known to deny that the label would influence their choice of wine, 

but it is known that it does, in fact, affect purchase decisions (Gluckman, 1986).  Many 

researchers have studied wine bottle labels in recent years with different focuses; Celhay 

and Remaud (2018) concentrated on Bordeaux wine bottle labels, Favier et al. (2019) 

studied Champagne bottle labels, Sáenz-Navajas, Campo, et al. (2013) examined 

Chardonnay wine bottle labels and Pelet et al. (2020) focused on wine label design for wines 

sold online. Celhay and Remaud (2018) found that consumers' perceptions of graphic 

design on a package are best extracted through semiotic studies, while Favier et al. (2019) 

proved that brand perceptions are impacted by package design. Sáenz-Navajas, Campo, et 

al. (2013) concluded that many different extrinsic elements, such as label aesthetics, do 

influence quality perception, and the study by Pelet et al. (2020) proved that colors, visual 

complicity, and imagery affect consumer perception of the authenticity of a wine brand. 

Thirty-four of Orth and Malkewitz's 48 extrinsic elements of a wine bottle are related to the 

front label. Examples of these are label overall shape and size, positioning of it, which 

material the label is made of, what type of image and size it has, what is the image's 

resolution, and what colors are dominantly present. To give examples, other visual elements 

related to the front label are the presence of information on the wine variety and the 

mention of received awards. (Orth & Malkewitz, 2008.) 
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There are some studies conducted in the past where the millennial perceptions on wine 

labels are examined, and one of the studies is by Elliot and Barth (2012), who found that 

millennials prefer themes such as romance and sex as a label motive rather than the 

traditional, sophisticated vineyard motive. Tang et al. (2015) state that “young people prefer 

elegant contemporary” (p. 19) wine label designs, which also indicates that millennials 

prefer modern label elements. Another similar study is by Henley et al. (2011), who argue 

that font style and front label affect millennials' purchase intentions. Also, Chrysochou et 

al. (2012) and Tang et al. (2015) found that an attractive front label is important to 

millennials in the context of wine attributes. 

2.2.2.1 Three elements of wine label design 

Boudreaux & Palmer (2007) creates in their article a model that validates the study of wine 

bottle labels and creates a theoretical framework to study wine bottle labels. The framework 

explains three elements that constitute a wine bottle label: color, illustration, and design 

layout. These three elements are illustrated in the figure below. Other authors have also 

recognized that these three elements do, in fact, affect consumer perceptions. A product 

with art connected to it could be perceived as more prestigious than a product without 

artwork, according to (Lee et al., 2015), which suggest that images and illustrations are an 

essential aspect to study on a wine bottle label. Shape (e.g., rounded vs. angular), 

orientation (e.g., upward- vs. downward-pointing), and alignment (e.g., left vs. right) of 

graphics on a product also affect consumers’ assessments of the product and brand 

Figure 1 Elements of wine bottle labels by Boudreaux and Palmer (2007) 

Layout 

Illustration 

Color 
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(Westerman et al., 2013). Also, colors are subjectively interpreted by individuals, which 

means that colors on packaging affect consumer perception (Kauppinen-Räisänen, 2014). 

Boudreaux and Palmer (2007) state in their study (confirmed by Tang et al. in 2015) that 

wine labels are generally either modern or traditional, and thus introduce the concept of 

traditional-neutral-modern dimensions of each of the three elements of wine label design 

elements. Table 2 contains some notions of how they classify different element alternatives 

on the traditional-neutral-modern dimension spectrum. 

Table 2 Wine bottle design element examples within different dimensions by Boudreaux and 
Palmer (2007) 

  
 

Dimensions 

  
 

Traditional 

 

Neutral 

 

Modern 

D
e

s
ig

n
 e

le
m

e
n

ts
 

Illustration 

Château, winery, 

wine grape motif, 

symbolic icon 

Commonly used animals 

on wine bottles such as a 

deer or alternatively no 

illustration 

Unusual animals used 

on wine bottles, such 

as platypus or fish 

Color 

Deep colors such as 

burgundy, navy, 

orange, bright red 

Neutral palette, for 

example, brown and grey 

Rarely seen colors such 

as green and pink 

Design layout 
Solid color 

background 
Unprinted (white) 

Half unprinted (white), 

half solid color 

 

In Tang et al. (2015) study, which was partly based on Boudreaux and Palmer's (2007) 

study, a yellow label was used to represent a traditional wine label. However, Tang et al. 

(2015) also state that preferences and meanings of different colors differ between cultures. 

2.3 Branding and brands 

“The purpose of branding is essentially to build the product’s image” (p. 48). Building a 

brand image can be done by promoting the essence of a product or company, for example, 

by acting according to a particular set of values or encouraging a specific lifestyle. Branding 

is a way for similar brands to compete over customers by trying to be more desirable than 

the other option. The brand perception that results from branding cannot be described as 

rational, as consumer-produced meanings and feelings are attached to inanimate products, 

commercial symbols, and, ultimately, companies. (Rooney, 1995.) 
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A brand can be made more tangible to consumers by defining a “personality” of the brand. 

Creating a brand personality makes the brand more human-like, and thus more likable, and 

unique. Like a natural person’s personality, a brand personality is constructed of many 

different elements. Product-related attributes (like functionality and price), names, logos, 

and advertisement strategies affect the brand personality, but the perceived gender, age, 

and class also play a part. There are five main brand personality dimensions; sincerity, 

excitement, competence, sophistication, and ruggedness. These dimensions represents 

traits that a brand personality can be constructed of. (Aaker, 1997.) 

Brand management and branding are tools used to build competitive advantage through 

differentiation, assure stability in turbulent markets, and build trust. A brand is also a 

monetary asset (Rindell & Strandvik, 2010; Rooney, 1995), and brands have integrated into 

consumers' everyday life as something that provides benefits that are perceived to enrich 

one's life (Keller, 2021). Even when the concept of a brand is hard to define, there is an 

industry-standard agreement that a brand image is a mix of mental associations (Chan, 

Boksem, & Smidts, 2018) and that brand knowledge’s key dimensions are awareness, 

attributes, benefits, images, thoughts, feelings, attitudes and experiences (Keller, 2003). 

Measuring branding or brand-building efforts is complex because a brand is ultimately only 

a perception in an individual consumer's mind. There have been some efforts through 

qualitative interviews and even brain scanning exercises, but still, consumers' thoughts 

cannot be fully extracted with tools available today. (Chan et al., 2018.) 

2.3.1 Prestigious brands ≠ luxurious brands 

Luxury and prestige are often considered synonymous, and while all luxury brands are 

prestigious, not all prestigious brands are luxury. On a three-level spectrum of prestigious 

brands, luxury brands are the most prestigious brands. Other subgroups of prestigious 

brands include the least prestigious, upmarket brands, and the in-between premium 

brands. Figure 2 presents the levels of prestigious brands. (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999.) 

It is said that Veblen (1899) is the main inspiration for academia to research conspicuous 

consumption, prestige, and goods associated with status, or in other words, luxury 

possessions. Veblen, in 1899 described the phenomenon of conspicuous consumption as 

Figure 2 Levels of prestigious brands by Vigneron & Johnson (1999) 
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“high-bred ways of living” (p. 36), which entails climbing the social status ladder by frequent 

consumption of conspicuous goods and services. This is called today the “Veblen effect” 

(Bagwell & Bernheim, 1996). The Veblen effects emerge, for example, when consumers want 

to demonstrate their wealth through expensive luxury apparel (Bagwell & Bernheim, 1996) 

or practice sexual signaling with the help of driving luxury cars (Sundie, Kenrick, 

Griskevicius, Tybur, Vohs & Beal, 2011). 

An exact definition of luxury brands or luxury marketing has not yet been agreed upon by 

experts and researchers (Keller, 2003, 2009; Ko, Costello, & Taylor, 2019; Tynan et al., 

2010; Vickers & Renand, 2003; Vigneron & Johnson, 2004) nor is it known where luxury 

begins (Kapferer & Laurent, 2016), but Ko et al., (2019) proposes a five-fold theoretical 

definition which relies on consumer perceptions.  In order for a product or service to be 

perceived as luxurious, customers must associate the product, service, or brand with high 

quality and prestigious image, craftsmanship, have a capability to inspire and provide 

emotional or functional benefits through authentic values and prove the worthiness of a 

premium price (Ko et al., 2019).  

The traditional meaning of luxury has been linked to aristocracy and a “happy few”, but 

more recently, luxury has been measured through consumer’s individual perceptions 

(Kapferer & Laurent, 2016) and is “accessible for almost anyone” (Gutsatz & Heine, 2018, 

p. 411). Millennials globally perceive the word luxury as something expensive, of high 

quality, and prestigious (Kapferer & Valette-Florence, 2022).  Bain (2016) identifies three 

traits that millennials have shown and will continue to showcase in their luxury purchasing 

behavior; millennial consumers want luxury brands to share their personal values, they 

interact with their peers digitally before purchase decisions are made about a luxury 

product, and the millennials spend one-third less time compared to older generations when 

deciding to purchase. Bain in 2016 estimated that millennials will account for 40% of the 

luxury goods market in 2025. 

2.3.2 Brand prestige 

‘Prestige’ in the modern English language is described as something with an esteemed 

reputation and influence, but the meaning was far more negatively perceived when it was 

first used in English. Originally a Latin term and later more linked to the French language, 

the word ‘prestige’ historically meant deceit, deception, illusion, and was even as a 

description of jugglers’ tricks. In the middle of the 19th century, the word’s meaning was 

substituted to one we are used to today. (Kjellmer, 1974; Nicolson, 1937.) 
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Prestigious brands can all be measured through five perceived values; conspicuous, unique, 

social, emotional, and quality (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999). In their study, Vigneron and 

Johnson (1999) also recognize that both personal and interpersonal effects may influence 

prestigious brand consumption but argues that one or the other is more influential for an 

individual consumer. Brand prestige has been researched in other contexts previously as 

well, for example, in the casino industry (Hwang & Han, 2016), with brand extensions (Lye 

et al., 2001), concerning brand purchase intentions (Baek et al., 2010) and effects of store 

image and price (Beneke & Zimmerman, 2014). 

Lee et al. (2015) used in their study Vigneron and Johnson's (1999) Prestige-Seeking 

Consumer Behavior (PSCB) model as a basis to create their own set of items to measure 

perceived prestige, which can be seen in Figure 3. They did, however, modify the “perceived 

social value” into a dimension called “extended self”, when they measured the perceived 

prestige of products with art incorporated with them. 

2.3.2.1 Five elements of brand prestige 

The PSCB framework by Vigneron & Johnson (1999), modified by Lee et al. in 2015 (Figure 

3), explains how brand prestige can be achieved and measured. There is no order to the 

elements, but for clarity, they have been numbered from one to five in alphabetical order 

and explained based on Lee et al. (2015) in Table 3 below. 

Figure 3 PSCB model by Vigneron & Johnson (1999) modified by Lee et al. (2015) 
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Table 3 PSCB framework elements 

1. Conspicuous Conspicuous in the context of consumption means to consume brands for the sake of status 

signaling. This means that the consumption is done noticeably in order for an individual to achieve 

popularity or even an elitist status—conspicuous consumption of a (perceived) expensive product 

or a brand signals wealthiness to peers. 

2. Extended 

self 

As its name suggests, the extended self element is constructed by an individual’s internal thoughts 

and how they see themselves in the world. A product or brand can be seen as an extension of 

oneself if it makes one feel influential, powerful, and successful. Products and brands that feel 

rewarding to consumers are also a way to “extend themselves”. 

3. Hedonic Hedonic parts of life are anything but ‘every day’. Hedonic things should be grand and glamorous 

but remain tasteful. Attractiveness and memorability are also linked to hedonism, as well as 

exquisiteness, whether it is a product, service, or brand. 

4. Quality Quality means not only perfect condition but authentic craftsmanship and superiority of a product. 

A quality product, service, or brand is original and sophisticated, and it should feel luxurious. 

5. Unique Uniqueness is synonymous with exclusivity, meaning, for example, that not everyone owns a 

brand's product as it is valuable (could even be described as precious), unusual, uncommon, and 

rare. 

 

2.4 Summary of theoretical framework 

The theoretical framework chapter has presented key concepts and constructs in previous 

research which relate to the thesis topic. First, millennials as a modern generation were 

explored generally, after which millennials as consumers and wine consumers were touched 

upon. After this, wine marketing as its own field of research was reviewed, and the topic was 

then narrowed to wine bottle marketing, after which three elements of the wine label design 

framework by Boudreaux and Palmer (2007) were introduced. The last topic in the chapter 

was brands and branding, where the constructs were generally explained, after which 

arguments on why luxury is not the same as prestige were presented. Finally, the PSCB 

framework and its elements by Vigneron and Johnson (1999), modified by Lee et al. (2015), 

were explained and showcased. 

The millennial generation is the youngest generation where everyone belonging to the group 

is of legal age, no matter which suggested timespan of Millennial birth years are looked at. 

Millennials are more educated, optimistic, and confident than the generations before them, 
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making them an exciting consumer group to study. Millennials like to spend money and 

invest in experiences while being financially savvy and trying to avoid debt. The group is 

ready to spend also on premium alcoholic beverages but would consume them in a social 

setting rather than at home, unlike other generations. 

Wine marketing is a research field requiring special knowledge of wine attributes and 

segmentation, which differ from many other consumer goods. Wine bottle marketing 

includes a vast range of elements that need to be considered to get the target customer to 

notice the wine and, even after that, to convince them to buy and consume it. Examples of 

these bottle elements are bottle coloring, materials, and overall bottle design. According to 

experts, the label and design are some of the most significant elements. 

Branding is the process that brands use to establish and position themselves on the market 

and in consumers’ minds. Branding success is challenging to measure because perceptions 

are hard to quantify, and consumer thoughts are seldom entirely rational. The complexness 

of branding is why there are different dimensions to help evaluate various aspects of brands, 

for example, brand knowledge dimensions, brand personality dimensions, and brand 

prestige dimensions. 

Boudreaux and Palmer's (2007) framework on wine bottle label element research will be a 

central part of this thesis as a theoretical anchor in the empirical study and inspiration for 

the research design. Consumer perception of brand prestige will be measured by a 5-factor 

framework PSCB (Vigneron & Johnson, 1999), which also has been previously used to 

measure perceived prestige when products have art incorporated into them by Lee et al. 

(2015). The below figure presents a concluding conceptual framework that will be used to 

answer the designated research questions. 

Figure 4 Conceptual framework by author 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

As the first step to theory development, literature was explored in the previous chapter with 

the research questions in mind, and many different studies and their methodology choices 

were analyzed. This chapter will provide the theoretical background to chosen research 

methods, as well as an outline for the planned empirical research methods. The empirical 

part of this thesis will be conducted with two qualitative studies, Study 1 being a visual 

content analysis and Study 2 being a qualitative interview approach with the help of photo-

elicitation elements and an interview guide.  

It is important to recognize that there are no better or worse research approaches, only that 

there are approaches more suitable for specific topics (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2019) 

and that “it is not meaningful to claim that one approach is better than the other in general 

terms” (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2014, p. 1283). However, as A. Dubois and Gadde stated in 

2002, "The fact that a certain method is considered appropriate is not enough to qualify it 

as a scientific approach” (p. 554); one should justify their choice of method. This first section 

of this chapter will give insights on why qualitative research methods, with an abductive 

approach and a grounded theory strategy, are appropriate and the best method for 

conducting this thesis’ research. 

Grounded theory is a strategy that has the ability to describe different contexts in a rich, 

broad, and profound way, yet, strangely enough, the qualitative research approach is 

perceived with scientific skepticism and thought as having a lower standard of scientific 

relevance compared to quantitative research approaches (Gioia, Corley, & Hamilton, 2013). 

The grounded theory research strategy starts with, for example, an interview, which is 

transcribed and initially analyzed as fast as possible after the interaction. After this, the 

interview transcripts are coded using labels suitable for that group of collected data. A 

process as described allows the researcher to link similar data found across all informant 

interviews, which later are deeply analyzed and finally concluded into a conceptual 

framework. (Saunders et al., 2019.) 

As the research in this thesis evolves around individual consumers' perceptions, which are 

highly complex and affected by the individuals' own life experiences (Sijtsema et al., 2002), 

it is essential to use a research method that allows to focus on a deep understanding of 

consumer thoughts. In qualitative research, it is possible to focus especially on local 

perceptions and experiences and to understand evolving consumers (A. Dubois & Gadde, 

2014). 
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There is great potential to obtain relevant and interesting data through a qualitative, 

abductive research approach (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2002). Because of the nature of the 

studies in this thesis, an abductive research approach has been chosen, as the research is 

neither entirely deductive nor inductive. Polsa (2013) lists the pros and cons of an abductive 

approach; it has a unique ability to be both theoretically suitable and keep the sensitivity of 

the context, but there is a risk of not finding any suitable theory for the designed study. 

It is easier to prove results with exact data like numbers and statistics, while qualitative 

research results are more difficult to prove academically (Gioia et al., 2013). Nevertheless, 

a qualitative method with an abductive research approach is proper when the aim of the 

study is not to validate the previously known but rather to discover something novel (A. 

Dubois & Gadde, 2014), which is the case with this thesis. Also, according to Kovács and 

Spens (2005), when developing a theory rather than proving a theory, qualitative methods 

are especially suitable. Gioia et al. (2013) agree that qualitative research is a way of 

generating novel theories and concepts creatively but doing it systematically and 

analytically. Qualitative research methods have been selected because the research 

questions can only be answered through in-depth answers about each interviewee's 

subjective experience and perception, and qualitative study allows for digging deeper into 

the underlying reasons behind consumer perceptions. 

The needed empirical data was collected with two different qualitative studies. Study 1 can 

be defined as a qualitative content analysis that will provide specific information elements 

needed for Study 2. In Study 2, eight qualitative interviews were organized. The final sample 

size was determined based on when saturation was recognized in the later interviews. The 

figure below visually presents the empirical research design plan. 

To summarize the studies, firstly, colors and images of genuine wine bottle labels were 

studied, after which the most suitable alternatives were chosen to be replicated in the 

fictitious wine bottle labels. After designing and finalizing the fictitious wine bottle labels, 

suitable interviewees were selected for the sample group. Interviews were held with the help 

of the created labels as photo-elicitation elements to guide the discussion and make the 

informants think about why they prefer something over something in the context of the five 
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brand prestige elements. An interview guide with probing questions was also used to 

support the interviews with the informants.  

3.1 Research design of Study 1 

Study 1 is a visual content analysis of Finland’s national alcoholic beverage monopoly, Alko’s 

website (Alko, 2021), to study current, genuine bottle labels in order to create realistic-

looking fictitious labels. The goal of Study 1 was to decide which three colors and three 

images should be used in the fictitious labels. Questions that needed to be answered through 

Study 1 were: What is the most commonly used traditional, neutral, and modern label color 

and label image? Even though the questions start with a quantitative “What?” question, 

there is a need for interpretation in order to answer the questions, and the results are 

categorized and coded, making the study qualitative (Silverman, 2017). In addition, the 

results from Study 1 would later in Study 2 be used to base the more qualitative “Why?” 

questions. 

3.1.1 Sample 

Since over 4000 wine bottles were listed on Alko’s website (Alko, 2021), a filter was applied 

to limit the sample size. Finally, only red wine bottles, in the size of 0,75 liters, with the price 

being between 100€ and 300€, would be used as the data for the analysis.  

There were six wine categories on the website; ‘red’, ‘rosé’, ‘white’, ‘sparkling and 

champagne’, ‘dessert and other fortified’, and ‘bag-in-box’ wines. Red wine was selected 

from the different wine categories as it was the most extensive wine beverage category on 

Figure 5 Empirical research design plan 
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the website. The 0,75-litre wine bottle size is universally recognized as a standard size of a 

wine bottle, making it a suitable bottle size selection for the sample. The selected price range 

starts at 100€ and goes up to 300€ to capture the essence of more universally perceived 

prestigious wine bottles and their design, which millennials would like to buy if the price 

was right according to their own evaluation of price-value-balance. The filtering narrowed 

down the vast collection of over 4000 wine bottles to a total of 130 individual wine bottles, 

which was a more suitable sample size for the thesis scope.  

3.1.2 Data collection 

Data collection for Study 1 was done through qualitative content analysis (QCA). A QCA is 

used, for example, when the material analyzed is symbolic in nature and needs to be 

qualitatively and objectively interpreted. The QCA process helps to record and quantify 

content that can be audio-visual material, verbal or oral, and the source can range from 

textbooks to television and radio programs and from social network sites to legal 

documents. (Bell, 2001; Krippendorff, 1989; Schreier, 2012.) However, document content 

analysis is usually used in mixed-methods studies as more quantitative data is available in 

documents than images (Bowen, 2009). QCA is used when there is a need to link categories 

systematically; for example, occurrences in a text can be counted in a document (Patton, 

2015) or grouping similarities and finding patterns in images across a specific sample 

(Silverman, 2017).  

A visual QCA is similar to any qualitative research method, as there is a need to gather data 

(content that needs to be analyzed), develop categories, code the data, and then analyze it 

(Saunders et al., 2019). Visual QCA has been used as a research method within marketing 

broadly, for example, in a study about gender stereotypes in mobile phone advertisements 

(Döring & Poeschl-Guenther, 2006), a study of risk statements in pharmaceutical 

advertising (King, Koppenhafer, & Madrigal, 2021) and in a global advertisement strategy 

study (Nelson & Paek, 2007). 

In order to conduct a QCA, there is a certain sequence of steps that are always the same, 

regardless of the study’s characteristics. First, the study's primary purpose must be clarified, 

for example, through research questions or hypotheses (McMillan, 2000; Schreier, 2012), 

which has been stated in the introduction of this section. The next step is to decide on a 

sampling frame. The sampling frame consists of “scope, number or scale” (Bell, 2001, p. 14). 

The most common sampling size is between 50 and 500 units (McMillan, 2000; Schreier, 

2012). In this thesis, the sample size for Study 1 was 130 wine bottle product webpages. The 

third step in the content analysis process is to identify the coding frame, in other words, the 

context unit, categories, and coding units relevant to the study's purpose. It has been shown 
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that a coding frame should not exceed 40 categories. A context unit could be, for example, 

a website, and the possible categories could be; text-based (information about company or 

products, FAQ or news section), visual (graphics, design, graphs, banner contents, picture 

archives), numerical (annual sales, rank within industry, number of e-mail links) or 

structural features (interactivity between pages, animations, sound), to name a few 

examples. However, again, the categories could and should vary depending on what the 

study wants to achieve. (McMillan, 2000; Schreier, 2012.) The context unit for this study 

was the colors and images on the bottle labels. The most dominant color and image theme 

on each of the 130 wine bottles were documented in writing.  

3.1.3 Data analysis and findings 

In Boudreaux and Palmer's (2007) study, two opposite styles for each design element were 

used, a traditional one and a modern one. For illustrations, Boudreaux and Palmer (2007) 

chose different motives based on images related to the producer, vineyards, and animals. 

The only non-traditional subject used within the dimension of images was an ”unusual 

animal such as platypus or fish” (p. 173). For colors, the authors used the most common 

colors as the traditional ones while using a trendy color and a color rarely used in the 

examined wine bottles as the modern ones. For layouts, three different ones were produced: 

one with an unprinted traditional layout and decorative font type (traditional), one with 

color-printed background and traditional layout with modest font type (neutral), and one 

with a modern layout and a simple font type (modern). A similar empirical study will be 

conducted in this thesis, as it is already proven and validated as a label design study method.  

The determined sample of 130 labels was visually examined online, and information about 

each label was documented in a Microsoft Excel file. The documented information included 

color, image theme, and image specification. Twelve colors were found in total and were 

grouped according to the traditional-neutral-modern dimensions (Table 4). The most 

common color in each dimension was selected; for neutral white, for traditional yellow, and 

for modern dark green. The figure below presents examples of genuine bottles from Alko’s 

website with the final selected colors. 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Labels with yellow (traditional), white (neutral) 
and dark green (modern) label colors from Alko’s website 
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Table 4 Summary of color findings 

COLOR # % DIMENSION CHOSEN? 

Yellow 6 5 % Traditional Chosen 

Navy blue 2 2 % --||-- Not 

Dark red 1 1 % --||-- Not 

Dark yellow 1 1 % --||-- Not 

Red 1 1 % --||-- Not 

White 49 38 % Neutral Chosen 

Off-white 41 32 % --||-- Not 

Beige 11 8 % --||-- Not 

Black 11 8 % --||-- Not 

Gray 5 4 % --||-- Not 

Brown 1 1 % --||-- Not 

Dark green 1 1 % Modern Chosen 

No front label 1 1 % Modern Chosen as extra 

 
Ten image themes were found and grouped according to traditional-neutral-modern 

dimensions (Table 5). Each dimension's most common image theme was selected for 

further analysis (Table 6). The most common specifics on the three themes chosen were 

ultimately chosen as the three image motives; for neutral no image, for traditional château 

(architecture), and for modern abstract octopus (art). Excerpts of genuine bottles with the 

selected image motives from Alko.fi are presented in the figure below the tables. 

Table 5 Summary of image theme findings 

IMAGE THEME # % DIMENSION CHOSEN? 

Architecture 30 23 % Traditional Chosen 

Symbol 25 19 % --||-- Not 

Animal 15 12 % --||-- Not 

Nature 15 12 % --||-- Not 

Mixed 10 8 % --||-- Not 

Nothing 12 9 % Neutral Chosen 

Geometric 6 5 % --||-- Not 

Art 9 7 % Modern Chosen 

Fantasy 4 3 % --||-- Not 

Human 3 2 % --||-- Not 

 

Table 6 Summary of specific image determination 

CHOSEN IMAGE THEME IMAGE SPECIFICS # % CHOSEN? 

Architecture Château 24 80 % Chosen 

--||-- Bells, belltower 3 10 % Not 

--||-- Stone structures 2 7 % Not 

--||-- Monastery 1 3 % Not 

Art Abstract octopus 6 67 % Chosen 

--||-- Handprints 1 11 % Not 

--||-- Woman 1 11 % Not 

--||-- Painting 1 11 % Not 

Nothing Nothing 12 100 % Chosen 
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As an interesting finding from Study 1, there was one wine bottle that did not have any front 

label (visible in Figure 7). The label-less design was added to the list of fictitious labels to be 

created and used as a photo-elicitation element, as something which the author had not 

considered to be an option. A label-less bottle was not represented in Boudreaux and 

Palmer's (2007) study either, making it an interesting addition to the study, to see how 

prestigious informants would perceive it. The bottle without a label was deemed modern 

because, traditionally, wine bottles have a label, indicating that it cannot be considered 

“neutral” as it stands out from other wine bottles. 

3.2 Creation of material that is used in Study 2 based on Study 1 

Saunders et al. (2019) recognize that including images when conducting interviews is one 

way to elicit further data from informants. This technique could involve, for example, the 

researcher designing and producing images that are then used as a photo-elicitation 

element for the informants to interpret and analyze during the interview (Saunders et al., 

2019). This justifies and explains why fictitious labels were created to support Study 2. 

To create a realistic set of wine labels, information gathered in Study 1 was used as the 

control elements in the fictitious labels, similarly to what Boudreaux and Palmer (2007) did 

in their study. The most popular grape variety ‘Merlot’ (33 bottles of the 130 sample bottles 

contained Merlot grapes), the most common country-of-origin ‘France’ (67 bottles of the 

130 sample bottles), and the region ‘Bordeaux’ (47 bottles of the 67 bottles produced in 

France),  most common ABV ‘14,5%’ (35 bottles of the 130 sample bottles), most popular 

year of production ‘2016’ (24 bottles of the 130 sample bottles) and most popular closure 

type ‘natural cork’ (128 bottles of the 130 sample bottles) was used as the control elements.  

Twenty-nine wine producers from the sample group had the word “Château” in it. A dummy 

producer name was created based on the word “Château”, and from inspiration from the 

author’s travels to southern Europe, “Château Cantal” came to mind as a dummy producer 

name. Cantal is a central France region and a beach town in Southern Spain. A Google Image 

Figure 7 Labels with vineyard (traditional), no image 
(neutral) and abstract octopus (modern) motives and the 
no-label bottle from Alko’s website 
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Search for “Château Cantal” did not reveal any wine-related picture results; hence the 

dummy producer’s name was deemed suitable. In addition, the typography would ideally 

be the same size on each label across all labels, even if the font style changed.  

As the scope of this thesis is limited and study methods are qualitative, unlike Boudreaux 

and Palmer's (2007), only 16 fictitious wine bottle photo-elicitation images will be 

produced, 15 based on different combinations shown in detail in Figure 8 and one label-less 

bottle. The outer, lightest layer in the figure represents the three elements of a wine bottle 

design. Moving inwards in the figure, the three elements were divided further into 

predetermined dimensions of modern, neutral (if applicable), and traditional. The color 

element was divided into dark green (modern), white (neutral), and yellow (traditional), the 

illustration element was divided into octopus (modern), nothing (neutral), and château 

(traditional). The layout element was divided into two; half color (modern) and full color 

(traditional). The inner, darkest layer of the circle contains the 15 different combinations 

created for the photo-elicitation elements. To enhance the readability of the figure, the 

Figure 8 How the 15 different wine bottle labels were created based on the dimension combinations 

Chosen wine bottle visual element 
dimensions based on Study 1 (based 
on Boudreaux & Palmer, 2007) 

Wine bottle visual elements 
(Boudreaux & Palmer, 2007) 

Additional design (16th)added outside of 
the framework, based on finding in Study 1 

No label at all 

Dimension combinations of 
the fictitious wine bottle labels 
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combinations were shortened (modern to ‘mod’, neutral to ‘neut’ and traditional to ‘trad’). 

The first abbreviation in the design combinations relates to the color element, the second to 

the illustration element, and the last to the layout element. The fictitious wine bottle labels 

were created as explained in Figure 8 in Adobe Photoshop and are shown as color-grouped 

collages in Figures 9, 10, and 11 below. 

 
Figure 9 Neutral colored fictitious labels created 

 
Figure 10 Traditionally colored fictitious labels created 

 
Figure 11 Modern colored fictitious labels created 
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3.3 Research design of Study 2 

When information is planned to be expressed and gathered verbally and later summarized 

through coding and categories, Saunders et al. (2019) suggest choosing a qualitative 

interview approach.  Spiggle (1994) agrees and adds that gathering verbal data, observing 

participants, and actively listening to their self-reflection is an appropriate method to study 

consumer experiences and behavior. 

Study 2 was conducted through semi-structured interviews with the help of an interview 

guide with probing questions. After creating an interview guide, a pilot interview should be 

conducted to test whether the questions make sense to both the informants and the 

researcher (Rowley, 2012), and this was done in this study with two pilot interviews with 

members of the target sample group. The pilot interviews were conducted to assess the 

study design feasibility, and the interviews were then later introduced as official interviews 

in the study, as no significant issues became apparent during the pilot interviews. The 

photo-elicitation elements created based on results from Study 1 were used in the 

interviews. The informants were shown the fictitious wine bottles, and they were asked 

questions, for example, regarding what emotions are felt when they compare the presented 

labels or how they perceive certain label elements in certain situations. 

Semi-structured interviews have the advantage of being able to provide surprising findings 

from informants, as the engagement between the researcher and informant cannot be 

thoroughly planned beforehand. The researcher's interview skills determine the interview 

quality and outcome of an interview. A great researcher knows how to be discrete, 

diplomatic, and transparent, as these elements are essential to getting the most out of an 

informant. Confidentiality should never be promised; however, it is crucial to promise and 

keep the informant's anonymity. In a semi-structured interview, the researcher should write 

notes, also called field notes, and consciously use terms provided by the informant to 

understand the informant's perspective on the matter at hand. The qualitative 

interpretation approach allows tweaking interview questions because that is the only way 

to truly allow the informant to lead the research in the right direction and to identify new 

concepts and results. This means the researcher must also be quick on their feet and adapt 

to changes seamlessly, especially when the interview is already ongoing. A protocol or guide 

is also an important element in an interview to avoid losing focus on the research questions 

and avoiding closed or leading questions. (Gioia et al., 2013.)  

By conducting live interviews, it is easier to observe the informants compared to other ways 

of interviewing. Live observation generally reveals data that could be difficult or even 

impossible to capture through conversation online or by phone (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2002). 
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Also, the richness of data from the interaction might get lost if interviews are not conducted 

face-to-face (Rowley, 2012). Informants in Study 2 were observed whilst being interviewed, 

and the observations were noted in field notes, and when appropriate, further questions 

regarding their reactions or answers were asked of the informants. 

Eight interviews were conducted in total. These interviews were recorded with a mobile 

device, and the audio files were later used to transcribe the interview, together with the 

support of the field notes. The shortest interview lasted 45 minutes, while the longest lasted 

66 minutes. In total, 430 minutes of recorded material were captured and transcribed into 

125 pages of transcribes, varying from ten pages to 25 pages per interview. This amount of 

time used for interviews follows Rowley's (2012) good rule-of-thumb of “six to eight 

interviews of around one hour” (p. 263) in order to get enough interesting and usable data 

for further analysis use. 

3.3.1 Sample 

To fulfil the purpose of this qualitative thesis, purposeful sampling is required, as the 

phenomena of millennial perceptions of brand prestige through wine bottle labels need to 

be understood in-depth. Small sample sizes are standard in qualitative research, as long as 

the sample is chosen purposefully and strategically. As the name suggests, selecting 

information-rich cases gives rich information regarding the topic, which suits this thesis 

research approach and helps answer research questions. (Patton, 2015.) 

The chosen sampling logic is Patton’s (2015) snowball sampling with the help of 

convenience sampling, as it is the most suitable and practical sampling logic. First, three 

well-situated informants were chosen from the author’s existing network. Patton (2015) 

calls this convenience sampling, which is not purposeful; however, convenience sampling 

allows allocating more resources to other parts of the research, like deeper understanding 

and overall quality. In order to keep the sample group credible and strategic, the three first 

informants were asked if they had in their network a person or persons who would be 

suitable informants and would fit the predetermined criteria (which is described in the next 

paragraph), which the three first informants themselves fitted into. 

In order to be able to answer the research questions, the sample group should be comprised 

of Finnish millennial consumers (both male and female). This means that the informants 

should be Finnish citizens who were born between the years 1980 and 2000. As the study 

relates to wine bottle perceptions, informants in the sample group should regularly (at least 

three times a year) visit a physical Alko store to purchase wine as well as consume wine. In 

order to receive as heterogeneous results as possible, the informant groups should be 
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divided into ‘late millennials’ (L) and ‘early millennials’ (E), as well as by females (F) or 

males (M) equally. Late millennials are born between 1990 and 2000, while early 

millennials are born between 1980 and 1990. No informants born in 1990 were chosen as it 

would be difficult to judge which group they belong to. 

The three first informants provided contact details to four other suitable informants. 

Finally, a fourth informant was added to the sample from the author’s network to have equal 

types of millennials and genders represented in the sample group. All the interviews were 

held face-to-face in a venue preferred by the informant, which was usually their own home, 

and the conversation language was in the informant’s and the author’s native language, 

Finnish. No informant was from the same industry, nor did they have the same occupation, 

making the sample group more credible. The figure below presents which informants were 

chosen by convenience and which were included with the help of snowball sampling. 

Figure 12 Sampling strategy visualization 

A full informant list with general information on their wine consumption behavior, their 

codes in the study, birth years, and other interview details are presented in Table 7 below. 

Table 7 Informant list 

Code 
Birth

year 

How often 1) consumes wine             

2) buys wine from Alko? 

Interview 

date 

Interview 

length 

Interview    

place 

Transcript 

pages 

EM 1 1989 1) once a month                       2) twice a year 11.4.2022 46 mins In their home 10 

EM 2 1983 1) once a week                      2) every 3 weeks 20.4.2022 1 h 6 mins In their home 21 

EF 1 1981 1) every 4 months             2) every 4 months 13.4.2022 52 mins In their home 15 

EF 2 1989 1) twice a month                  2) every 5 weeks 26.4.2022 45 min At their office 16 

LM 1 1998 1) once a month                2) every 3 months 12.4.2022 47 mins In their home 11 

LM 2 1995 1) once a month                2) every 3 months 19.4.2022 53 mins In their home 17 

LF 1 1995 1) once a month                   2) once a month 12.4.2022 57 mins In their home 13 

LF 2 1995 1) twice a month                  2) once a month 22.4.2022 1 h 4 mins In their home 25 
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3.3.2 Data collection 

Data was collected with the help of semi-structured interviews, an interview guide, and 

photo-elicitation elements. All of the methods are qualitative in nature and are explained in 

greater detail in this section. 

Interviews in this thesis context are verbal discussions conducted face-to-face, where one 

party (researcher) acquires information from the other party (informant), who will answer 

questions in the role of, for example, consumer or citizen either individually or by 

representing an industry, team or organization (Rowley, 2012). It cannot be said that in this 

thesis, the informants will represent the millennial generation group wholly, but the 

informants will provide insights into individual millennial consumers’ opinions and 

thoughts on brand prestige.  

There are three approaches to conducting qualitative interviews. The three approaches 

differ, for example, in interview preparations and in how structured the process is. The first 

approach is interviewing in an informal conversation. This approach could be used even 

without the participant knowing they are being interviewed because the questions asked are 

spontaneous and are usually linked to observational fieldwork. The second approach uses a 

preprepared interview guide as a checklist of covered topics and helps keep a structured 

conversation. (Patton, 2015.) A semi-structured approach, for example, with the support of 

an interview guide, gives the researcher some flexibility and opportunities to gain additional 

or unexpected information from an informant (Barriball & While, 1994). The third approach 

involves a meticulously designed and standardized set of questions which are repeated 

word-for-word to each participant to avoid as much variation in the question posing as 

possible. The third approach is the least flexible interview type and reminds one of a survey 

questionnaire. (Patton, 2015; Rowley, 2012.) In this thesis, the general interview guide 

approach in qualitative interviews will be used as the research questions can only be 

answered through a conversation of consumers' own subjective perceptions but by focusing 

on the predetermined topic of wine bottle labels. 

Interview guides created meticulously based on the aim of the research make it possible 

to plan interviews efficiently and help conduct the interview more systematically than what 

would be possible using an informal approach without an interview guide. However, having 

some flexibility allows the participant to voice their perspectives, which could prove 

problematic if a standardized interview approach was taken. (Patton, 2015.) Questions 

should never be closed; in other words, questions, where the answers could be answered 

with a yes or a no, should not be asked. Leading the informant should be avoided, only one 
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question should be asked at a time, and the questions should not be too general or vague or 

contain jargon. (Rowley, 2012.) 

There are six possible types of questions that can be asked of participants, no matter the 

topic studied: 1) experience and behavior, 2) opinion and values, 3) feeling, 4) knowledge, 

5) sensory, and 6) background and demographic. All questions used in an interview should 

fit one of the question types (Patton, 2015), which was also the case in the interview and its 

guide created to support this study. Patton (2015) also suggests starting an interview with 

noncontroversial questions, for example, about present activities, such as current work 

situations, as this encourages the participant to speak freely. However, at the same time, 

asking extensively about boring routine demographic questions in the beginning might 

make the participant feel uninterested in the coming questions. By using the instructions of 

Patton (2015), the interview guide was created for this thesis (Appendix 3).  

Photo-elicitation is a term used when researchers use pictures in qualitative interview 

settings in order to help informants express themselves and to evoke beliefs, feelings, and 

memories (Clark-Ibáñez, 2004; Harper, 2002; Petermans, Kent, & Van Cleempoel, 2014). 

Photographs, as a part of an interview, provide structure and help to ease the awkwardness 

and improve the relationship between the researcher and informant (Clark-Ibáñez, 2004). 

Three types of photos can be used in photo-elicitation, 1) “visual inventories of objects, 

people and artifacts”, and this is considered the most scientific photo type, 2) “events that 

were part of collective or institutional pasts”, such as photos showcasing experiences and 3) 

photos that “portray the intimate dimensions of the social groups or one’s own body” 

(Harper, 2002, p. 13). It is proven that visual data inspires and motivates research 

participants to give more in-depth answers, which could, without the visuals, feel foreign 

and intimidating (Roger & Blomgren, 2019). 

In this study, the photo-elicitation used are not ‘virgin’ photographs but instead graphically 

modified and manipulated images to represent wine bottles based on Study 1. Previously 

introduced, Figure 8 illustrates how the photo elicitations were designed. The photos used 

in the interviews are ‘visual inventory of objects’-type photo-elicitation elements. The 16 

fictitious wine bottles were printed on high-quality printer paper and numbered on their 

backside. This was done for the author to capture the bottles chosen by the informants 

without revealing the running number of their choices, as informants could be 

unconsciously influenced if they knew the number they had chosen before, rather than 

actually examining the labels visually after each question. Images 1 and 2 present the 

physical visual elements used in the interviews as photo-elicitation. The photo elicitations 

chosen by each informant in each PSCB element are presented in Appendix 5. 
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3.3.3 Data analysis 

This section will contain the process of analyzing the data as well as justification for chosen 

data analysis methods for this study. 

There are three scientifical reasonings according to Aristotle; deduction, induction, and 

retroduction; the latter is also known as abduction (Peirce, 1931). Peirce (1931) is seen as 

the first contributor to the abductive approach in modern-day research (Kovács & Spens, 

2005; Saunders et al., 2019). Deduction and induction are the two most common research 

approaches, while researchers more seldom follow an abductive approach (Kovács & Spens, 

Image 1 The 16 fictitious wine bottles which were used for the interviews 

Image 2 The running numbering of the 16 fictitious wine bottles 
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2005), which can be because of a lack of textbook literature on non-linear research 

processes as a research methodology (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2002). However, Saunders et al. 

(2019) argue that the abductive approach is “just as common in research” (p. 152), but the 

fact that it is only presented as the third theory development approach in his book as well, 

would indicate that the two other approaches are indeed more recognized and used in 

research. Usually, theory is examined before the empirical part of deduction and induction 

research; however, empirical observations can be the starting point of abductive research. 

When there is some empirical data gathered and some theoretical background known, it is 

possible to start to work with the iterative part of the research (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2002). 

This is also called theory matching by Kovács & Spens (2005). 

Abductive reasoning is an “integrated approach” (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2002, p. 555) which 

is claimed to be the best research setting for innovative advances and new insights in science 

outside of previously established theory (Kovács & Spens, 2005). It is important to note that 

abduction is not a combination of deduction and induction approaches but rather its own 

approach, even though it has similar advantages to a mixed-method approach (A. Dubois & 

Gadde, 2002; 2014). The approach allows the possibility to examine new perspectives and 

create new conceptual frameworks with the help of empirical observation (A. Dubois & 

Gadde, 2002). In this approach, the researcher should continuously go between or even 

work in parallel with the empirical study’s data collection and the known theory models and 

is, in that way, able to expand, develop or modify an existing phenomenon further 

(Saunders et al., 2019). Neither theory nor observations can be understood without the 

other (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2002; Kovács & Spens, 2005). Also, Eisenhardt (1989) mentions 

the need for overlapping analyses with collected data in any approach. 

Figure 13 illustrates the abductive research process by Kovács and Spens (2005). The “prior 

theoretical knowledge” process step is called by A. Dubois and Gadde (2002) “articulated 

preconceptions”, and they emphasize that creating a concise theoretical conclusion at the 

end of the research process establishes a guideline for other researchers to take the topic 

further and evolve the research field. There are two different types of data; passive and 

active. Active data is the discovered new information, whilst passive data is something 

known from before but still had to be searched, gathered, and documented. In this study, 

passive data have been reviewed in the theoretical framework chapter, while new, active 

Figure 13 The abductive research process by Kovács and Spens (2005) 
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data is formed from this study and presented in the empirical findings chapter. Readers of 

research are more intrigued by the arguments and conclusions rather than the data 

gathered, and researchers should only highlight the significant parts of unanalyzed data. 

There is often a risk that deep-probing researchers might themselves think that everything 

is worth describing and presenting when in reality, the reader might feel overwhelmed by 

overly-detailed descriptions of data. (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2002.) 

After gathering (at least some) data, similarities and differences can be identified across 

interview transcribes, and according to Gioia et al. (2013), the first-order categories or 

terms are the first sets of identified similar notes. After the first step, reducing and 

combining categories to around 25-30 labeled categories is important. After the reduction 

of categories, a more profound idea or structure of the categories can be established. Then 

a 2nd-order level of theoretical themes can be created, which again are distilled to 2nd-order 

dimensions. After completing the coding, the researcher is left with the base for a data 

structure. The data structure should be presented visually in order to represent how the raw 

data has been turned into theoretical dimensions in a funnel-like manner and also to make 

the work less abstract. (Gioia et al., 2013.) 

Eriksson & Kovalainen (2008) lists three types of coding in the grounded theory approach; 

1) open coding, 2) axial coding, and 3) selective coding. This data structure coding process 

can be described as starting from raw data, arranging data into categories, and ending up 

with themes. This process is also mentioned by Saunders et al. (2019) and is quite similar 

to the data structure of Gioia et al. (2013). Spiggle (1994) as well describes a similar process 

to “organize data, extract meaning, arrive at conclusions, and generate or confirm 

conceptual schemes and theories that describe the data” (p.493). To classify and describe 

qualitative data, the researcher should identify the following operations: “categorization, 

abstraction, comparison, dimensionalization, integration, iteration, and refutation” 

(p.493). Even though Spiggle (1994) calls the operations a process, they are not in any 

particular execution order, they can be used in many different parts of analysis, and not all 

operations are needed in every research.  The categorization operation is done when the 

researcher codes the data, finds patterns and assigns labels to similar data units. 

Abstraction is built on the labels created through categorization and is meant to transform 

the concrete categories into more general and abstract groups. Comparison is used when 

for example looking at groups in a certain category and finding similarities and differences 

within the same category. Integration should be used to build a theory or a proposition of 

something new based on the abstactation and categories previously defined. (Spiggle, 1994.)  
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The figure below presents a coding process visualization with different names for each 

phase by different authors. This process, based on multiple established data coding 

processes (Spiggle, 1994; Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2008; Gioia et al., 2013; Saunders et al., 

2019), was used to analyze data in this study. 

 
The coding used for the data collected in this study followed the established data analysis 

process, but because the research approach is abductive, no “new” dimensions were 

discovered or expected. Appendix 7 shows in more detail how data was organized in this 

study based on the brand prestige elements by Vigneron & Johnson (1999), modified by 

Lee et al. (2015).  

 

3.3.4 Quality of data 

It is universally recognized that in order to reach a high level of overall trustworthiness in 

any research, it is essential to address different quality evaluation criteria (Wallendorf & 

Belk, 1989; Patton, 2015). As stated by A. Dubois & Gadde (2002, p. 559): “it is important 

to provide the reader with information that makes it possible to evaluate the adequacy of 

the research procedure and its outcomes” (statement is based on Eisenhardt in 1989). 

Wallendorf and Belk (1989) recommend five criteria that could be used to answer questions 

about the trustworthiness of a study. These criteria are credibility, transferability, 

dependability, confirmability, and integrity. This section will address each of these quality 

criteria concerning the research conducted in Study 2. 

Figure 14 Qualitative data coding process 
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Credibility is a quality criterion that evaluates how believable the study is, and credibility 

is enhanced in a research project by prolonging engagement, observing persistently, and by 

triangulation (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). Patton (2015) agrees that “triangulation is ideal” 

(p. 247) in any research. In the interviews in this study, enough time was reserved to ensure 

as long engagement as possible with the informants. Informants were also informed about 

their individual code in the study if they wished to read the thesis, its findings, and their 

responses translated in the finished thesis. During the interviews, the informants were 

observed for their facial impressions, body language, and tone of voice. Combining different 

methods strengthens triangulation, and methodological triangulation was ensured by using 

an abductive research approach, as A. Dubois & Gadde (2002) confirms: “combining 

sources of evidence, while shifting between analysis and interpretation, usually denotes 

triangulation” (p. 556). Triangulation was also present in the data collection by comparing 

interview transcriptions, audio files, and field notes (including numbers of the photo-

elicitation elements chosen by each informant regarding each brand prestige element 

scenario covered in the interview). 

Transferability as a quality criterion relates to how the empirical findings and 

conclusions in the study could be applied to other contexts or replicated with other 

informants (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). Triangulation, described in the paragraph before, 

also acts as a way to promote the transferability quality criteria. Transferability related to 

the informants was not completely ideal as half of the relatively small sample was selected 

through convenience sampling, which would indicate that the findings might differ if the 

informants were selected purely randomly or if the sample size was bigger. However, the 

other half of the sample group was selected through the snowball sampling method, making 

the study more transferable, especially when data saturation became apparent in the last 

interviews. The findings are also significantly linked to wine bottle labels only as the context, 

which makes the transferability in this study at a lower level than wished for.  

Dependability as a quality criterion evaluates whether the results would be replicated if 

the study was replicated (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). In order to fulfill the dependability 

quality criteria, a meticulously planned and described interview guide was created (attached 

to this thesis as Appendix 3), allowing other researchers to conduct similar interviews with 

other respondents. Pilot interviews tested the interview guide before finalizing completely. 

However, because the informants were not interviewed in several instances, it would be 

hard to confirm how dependable the informants’ responses are without the possibility to 

observe and document changes appearing after a more extended period of time. 
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Confirmability of the study can be evaluated by looking at how well findings are linked to 

the raw data records (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). In order to fulfill the confirmability quality 

criteria, detailed interview transcriptions with the help of field notes and audio files were 

created the latest one day after the actual interview took place to ensure as accurate 

transcriptions as possible. Also, open and transparent explanations of the research process 

in this thesis promote confirmability. In addition, an excerpt of the data coding is presented 

in Appendix 6, which is attached to this thesis to exercise transparency. 

Integrity is evaluated by the relationship of the informants with the researcher and to 

which extent informants may provide misinformation, consciously or unconsciously. 

Responses might be influenced if the informant tries to please the researcher, or 

alternatively, if they do not like the researcher, the information might not be as truthful as 

it could be. This could be minimized by promising informant anonymity. (Wallendorf & 

Belk, 1989.) In order to fulfill the integrity quality criteria, several actions were taken as 

follows. Once the informants had initially agreed to be interviewed, they were told they 

could choose the interview venue. Giving the informants the choice of being interviewed in 

a place they felt most comfortable gave them a sense of choice in an otherwise unfamiliar 

and possibly stressful situation. This also allowed the informants to relax and not worry 

about such things as scheduling or time constraints if they had to be somewhere at a 

particular time, as informants could choose a venue that was most convenient for them and 

their other plans for the day. 

Once an interview occurred, general information about the author and the study was given 

as the first thing when sitting down with the informants. Consent forms were given to the 

informants, and the contents were carefully explained, which strengthened the overall trust 

and made the promise of anonymity more tangible. As mentioned before, pilot interviews 

were conducted, which proved helpful in evaluating the coordination of working with the 

physical photos of the fictitious wine bottles and in training the author as an interviewer. In 

each interview, special attention was placed on active listening and observing non-verbal 

communication to notice any contradictions in verbal responses and actual thoughts on a 

matter. 

3.3.5 Ethical consideration and data storage 

Ethical matters are important to discuss because one of the most critical tasks for a 

researcher is to protect the safety, privacy, and dignity of humans involved in research, the 

humans acting as informants, or any other humans in our society respectively (Silverman, 

2017). As Silverman (2017) puts it: “because qualitative research inevitably involves contact 

with human subjects in the ‘field’, ethical problems are not usually far away” (p. 55). 
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However, as this thesis topic does not involve sensitive topics such as children, youths or 

other vulnerable groups, medicine, diseases, sexuality or sexual orientation, violence, or 

other illegal activity, the risk of being insensitive, threatening, or abusing the informants 

was low, nevertheless certain actions were taken in order to ensure ethical research 

practices.  

The informants were not offered any reward for their participation in order not to tempt 

participation which was not initially in the participants’ interest. Before each interview, the 

informants were informed that the participation was completely voluntary and that they 

had the right to withdraw at any moment, mid-interview, or after the interview without any 

need for explanation. The participants were informed that the interview responses would 

remain completely anonymous in the thesis. The participants were also asked to sign a 

consent form before starting the interview (Appendix 4) to obtain their written consent to 

participate. Hanken School of Economics provided the consent form template. 

The consent forms were stored in a closed folder in a cabinet that is and was not accessible 

to anyone else besides the author. The audio files were immediately deleted when there was 

no need for them anymore for this thesis. In the meantime, they were stored on a password-

protected smartphone (the same device which was used as a recording device). The audio 

files did not contain any personal information, and in the transcriptions, the informant's 

code (for example, EF2) was used instead of their name as a precaution. The transcriptions 

were stored in the author’s Hanken School of Economics data file management software, 

Microsoft OneDrive. 
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4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

This chapter will provide a descriptive and detailed analysis of the empirical findings, 

evidence, and answers to research questions. The evidence of findings is presented as 

informant quotes. The chapter is divided into eight parts. First, brand prestige in general is 

explored, after which the five brand prestige elements are separately analyzed, following 

findings relating to other visual aspects, and finally a summarising section with a 

concluding figure will conclude this chapter. 

Vigneron and Johnson (1999) concluded in their article that their Prestige Seeking 

Consumer Behavior (PSCB) framework offers a way to measure the prestige of a brand. The 

five values in the model contribute to how consumers perceive prestige brands; the more 

values present in a product, service, or brand, the more lasting the consumer perception of 

prestigiousness is. Even though Boudreaux and Palmer (2007) studied the effect of different 

layouts, colors, and illutrations on brand personality and not brand prestige, they state that 

“the results show the importance of evaluating the constituent elements, individually and 

in interaction, as they are perceived by the design’s intended audience.” (p.185). 

4.1 Brand prestigiousness 

Informants described general wine prestigiousness as something being qualitative, award-

winning, highly regarded and known by the wine community, elegant and simple, 

traditional, special, different, and expensive. In the interviews, the informants were asked 

to choose the three most suitable bottles for the five presented scenarios or statements of 

the five brand prestige elements, but they also were asked which bottle looked overall the 

most prestigious in their opinion. As expected, the most prestigious bottle chosen by an 

informant had been chosen by them at least once in the five separate brand prestige sections 

previously; in a few cases, the most prestigious bottle was chosen in four out of five of the 

brand prestige elements sections in the interview. 

All informants, except one, chose the traditional layout as the most prestigious layout. EM2 

was the only informant that chose a modern layout as the most prestigious one but wanted 

to explain themselves for the selection. 

EM2: “…I’ll go with this one, I think that an award sticker from some “wine of the year” 

competition would fit this dual-colored label the best. I don’t like the font, but I could not 

find a bottle with this design and the nicer font…” 

This response can be interpreted as if there would be an indication that others, perhaps 

more knowledgeable wine drinkers, have liked the wine and would recommend it; the 
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informant would not focus on other design elements that closely. This type of behavior was 

also present in other interviews (EF1 and LF2). 

EF1: “…If I’ve seen a review in Hesari [Helsingin Sanomat; “most widely read paper” in 

Finland (Eurotopics, n.d.)] about a wine, and the quality-price-balance is there, I usually 

want to try it…” 

LF2: “…Sometimes when I go to Alko [state-owned alcohol monopoly (Alko, 2021) in 

Finland], I have a recommendation in mind, which I usually just find and buy. Or if an Alko 

salesperson tells me to try something, which is in my budget, I take it almost every time. 

Also, if a wine has this sticker that says that it has been a “find” by Hesari I might go for 

it…” 

When examining the chosen bottles for overall most prestigious criteria, the traditional 

layout of only one color, traditional typeface, and the traditional frame element were chosen 

as the most prestigious elements by the informants. Color-wise, the informants chose a 

traditional or neutral color slightly more often, but the modern color was chosen by two 

informants (out of eight) as the most prestigious color. The illustration selection follows a 

similar pattern; the traditional and neutral illustration was most popular amongst the 

informants. The majority of the bottles chosen as the least prestigious bottle were never 

chosen in the other scenarios portraying elements of brand prestige. 

Multiple informants chose neutral coloring on a traditional layout as the most prestigious 

wine bottle, and there were others that chose the same design in both traditional and 

modern colors. The traditional illustration of a vineyard was also present in multiple bottles, 

chosen as the most prestigious bottle. This selection could have been affected by how the 

informants perceive the illustration (EF2, EM1 and LF1) and how the illustration makes 

them think of the geographical place where the wine originates from (EM1 and LF2). 

EF2: “…I just love this countryside image…” 

EM1: “…The vineyard image could be really prestigious or like one of the most famous 

wineries or even the most famous. The image could show where the wine is physically from. 

And it feels that wine experts would know that this image is from that particular winery…” 

LF1: “…The image with a vineyard looks fancy…” 

LF2: “…A mental image is immediately formed when this image is present. For me, this 

image shows where this wine is originally from, and I could also imagine being there...” 

Most of the least prestigious bottles chosen by the informants contained the modern 

illustration, no matter the color. The modern color is, however, the most represented color 
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in the least prestigious bottle selection, meaning that the modern color might play a role in 

the perception of prestige but only following the modern illustration. Informants reported 

that the modern color, green is not something they like (EM1 and LM2) or find cheap 

looking (LM2). 

EM1: “…The green color in a label doesn't appeal to me personally that much…” 

LM2: “…This green bottle has a really cheap look to it. The bottle looks like plastic [with the 

green label]. It’s unusual and looks odd with green...” 

Interestingly, even when the least prestigious bottles chosen were primarily green, there 

were comments about the modern color representing quality and luxury to a few informants 

(EM1 and LF1). 

EM1: “…This green is a little bit modern, not that traditional for some reason, but still 

communicates quality...” 

LF1: “…That dark green color, it has something luxurious to it. This green makes me feel 

that this could be top quality…” 

Even when the informants did not like a design element personally, in some instances, they 

admitted that they understood and would accept why some wine producers might design 

their wine bottles in that particular way, for example, to increase sales (EM1, EM2, LF2, and 

LM2). Some of the same informants also said that if they get a look at a bottle that seems 

strange or even bizarre, they would be intrigued to have a closer look (EM2 and LM2). The 

informal wine category called “squat wine” was brought up concerning attention-grabbing 

label elements (LF2). 

EM1: “…The color change in the label makes it messy, but I can see that a newer, unknown 

winery would try this kind of tactic to try to differentiate themselves with unusual choices 

because if a winery is really known and prestigious, they don't have to really do that much 

to differentiate because it is already on the radar of consumers...” 

EM2: “…The two colors in the label might grab your attention a little more than the one 

colored one, with a quick glance. If a wine bottle is against my own visual preferences, it 

usually makes me intrigued to look at it closer like "what is that?"...” 

LF2: “…If we’re talking about wines that are not known, the label needs to have something 

to present itself with. If you look like this without an image or colors and you are in the 

squat wine section, no one will go for it…” 
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LM2: “…If you think about Alko's selection of wine, if you stand out, you will more likely 

get sold more at least to people who doesn't know about wines that much. If the label is 

special, I think it's a good thing...” 

4.2 Conspicuous brand prestige element 

When the informants were choosing wine bottles in a status or wealthiness signaling 

situation (buying a high-end gift), they often would go for traditional or neutral coloring 

and illustration because of the simplicity and classic style they perceived (EF2, LF1, and 

LF2).  

EF2: “…I like these more neutral ones better. I like this light base color with a contrasting 

dark text because it's clearer and cleaner and I think it looks more stylish...” 

LF1: “…I like simple and clear pictures on wine bottle labels…” 

LF2: “…I like this white background because it's simple and beautiful…” 

Sometimes a more modern colored label was chosen as long as the illustration remained 

neutral and the layout minimalistic. One of the most noticeable similarities in the chosen 

wine bottles in Study 2 by the informants for the conspicuous brand prestige element was 

that a traditional frame framing a part of the label gave the informants sense of clarity (EF1 

and LF1). 

EF1: “…The framed label makes the label cleaner looking than labels without a frame...” 

LF1: “…Looks really clear when there is a frame...” 

The informants never chose a label with a modern illustration in a conspicuous situation 

because they did not find the modern octopus motive suitable for a wine bottle label (EM2 

and LM1).  

EM2: “…I would choose the vineyard or no picture at all, rather than this octopus…” 

LM1: “…An octopus is not appropriate for a wine bottle label because the animal is not 

attractive in any way, shape or form and I don't understand why you would try to attract 

wine buyers with an image like that…” 

Informants also avoided a modern layout with a multi-colored background and a modern 

typeface in most cases because they found these elements to make the labels unclear, messy, 

and awkward (EM1, LF1, and LM2). The informants had difficulties knowing how to 

perceive the design as they thought that the label was incoherent and restless (EM1 and 

LF1). 
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EM1: “…The color change in the background makes the label restless in a way…” 

LF1: “…I can't really get a grip on if they want to profile themselves as expensive wine, or 

older, more special, or something else. I think the whole label is just messy and incoherent. 

I just don't get the idea...” 

LM2: “…The dual-colored label doesn't look nice, the color changes awkwardly...” 

Informants described wine bottles that fit the element of conspicuous as simple and plain, 

beautiful, old, classy, valuable, and expensive, qualitative. The informants also expressed 

that when a wine bottle does not have too many modern design elements, there is a certain 

expectation that consumers should be familiar with the brand from before (EF2, EM2, and 

LF2). 

EF2: “…I like bottles that are really plain, for example, like this without an image...” 

EM1: “…This feels like a wine that doesn't need to flaunt itself or pretend to be something 

with a fancy image, this looks like the wine people know that this is good and that a top-

quality wine doesn't need anything else than a beautiful and simple label...” 

LF2: “…These people [wine producer] count on you that you know what's up, it's like a 

brand that you should know, a wine that doesn't need to give anything else but the name of 

it...” 

4.3 Extended self brand prestige element 

When the informants were given a chance to select a wine bottle to reward themselves, there 

was a clear division in answers. Some informants expressed that they would like to purchase 

the same bottles they would choose to give as gifts in the conspicuous situation, meaning 

bottles with traditional layouts and no modern illustration (EM1, EM2, and LF1). 

EM1: “…This octopus picture takes my thoughts into a more cheaper wine category, I think 

that if a label has imagery in it, it is cheaper…” 

EM2: “…I don't think it [modern image] communicates quality wine…” 

LF1: “…The octopus bothers me; I wouldn't choose it for myself, and the octopus feels 

somehow silly. I must admit that it is quite unique to have an octopus on the label, and 

usually, I think that something that stands out is qualitative, but not in this case because 

this looks cheap, and I associate quality with a higher price tag…” 

However, others were more willing to move outside of their comfort zone and explore other 

options, even if they thought that the octopus image made the bottle look cheaper. 
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Compared to the previous brand prestige element, the informants were ready to choose 

more bottles with illustrations, both traditional and modern (EF1, EF2, and EM1).  

EF1: “…The octopus is kind of like a little childish, but it doesn't really matter for me, I mean 

I could choose it, it doesn't really bother me, but I don't think of it as something qualitative 

or somehow highly regarded wine. Also, if I knew that this wine is good, it wouldn’t matter 

what kind of picture there is, at least a lot. I don't have to think what others think of the 

appearance, it could have a giraffe or a bicycle, I mean it doesn't matter to me what 

imagery there is if I know that it is good tasting wine...” 

EF2: “…It's a little funny, it looks like I could try it. You know try it if its good but also just 

for trying something new...” 

EM1: “…Fun or even playful to have an octopus on the label, it's pretty neat. It's rare to see 

an octopus on a wine bottle and it makes it stand out...” 

Regardless of the choice of illustrations, informants would most often go for a neutrally 

colored bottle because they perceive the wine to be of exceptional quality and the wine 

producer to be established and authentic (EM1, LF1, and LF2). Informants mentioned that 

the lightness of the color is a significant factor in their perceptions (EM1 and LF2). 

EM1: “…Light colors are somehow more traditional and traditional communicates that it 

might be old and from a company that has been in the business for a long time, which again 

means with a greater chance that it is also qualitative. The light label and dark bottle 

combination really appeal to me...” 

LF1: “…White gives me that it's an old-ish wine and they want to portray themselves as 

authentic and maybe a little rustic…” 

LF2: “…Clearly, I like this classic bottle look, because it makes me think of quality and I for 

some reason think that this white-colored label is not made out of shiny paper, but more 

like this waxy, thick or velvet textured paper...” 

The informants stayed away from a modern layout with multi-colored background and a 

modern typeface, also in the extended self brand prestige element. They described that these 

elements look cheap (EF1), confusing (LF1), and even like a child would have designed it 

(LF2). 

EF1: “…Because the label is not uniform in color, it makes me think that it somehow looks 

cheaper...” 

LF1: “…It [modern layout] looks confusing and that it has not been well thought about…” 
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LF2: “…This [modern typeface] looks like my 1st-grade students made on PowerPoint...” 

The informants described wine bottles that fit the element of extended self as qualitative, 

visually pleasing, beautiful, playful, and fun, as presented previously in this section. As 

mentioned before, some informants chose the same bottles as they did in the conspicuous 

brand prestige element as they would reward themselves with similar bottles they would 

gift to someone else. 

4.4 Hedonic brand prestige element 

Together with the extended self element, the hedonic brand prestige element showed a lot 

of variation between the informants. Hedonic things, by definition, should feel grand and 

glamorous but still remain tasteful. The informants do not think a modern layout, color, or 

especially a modern font suits this description (LF2 and EM2).  

LF2: “…This [modern typeface] has a certain Comic Sans vibe. I think a font has a massive 

role in appearance. And this doesn’t have a good effect…” 

EM2: “…This font is strange; I don't see it as a wine bottle label font at all...” 

However, a bottle with no front label at all, as well as a bottle with a modern picture, was 

chosen to represent the hedonic brand prestige element by most informants. This is most 

likely because it is something not seen every day and thus memorable (EF2, EM1, and LF1). 

EF2: “…Pretty bold move to have a bottle with no label in Alko. It's a little like playful and 

fun; yeah, I would buy it because it's so rare. It would have my attention in a shop 

certainly…” 

EM1: “…The octopus makes the label look modern...” 

LF1: “…This octopus is different, and it makes me think that it is prestigious because it's 

cool…” 

Most informants stayed away from the modern color and did not choose a modern pictured 

bottle because of their perception of price and quality associated with animal motives (EF1, 

EF2, and LM1). Also, the informal wine category called “squat wine” was brought up again 

(EF2). 

EF1: “…The octopus makes me think that the wine is more affordable…” 

EF2: “…I associate animals on wine bottles to always be in the squat wine category. Bird 

or any animal for that matter, I think my reaction would be the same. I just don't think that 

animals and wine go well together...” 
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LM1: “…The octopus looks cheaper...” 

The informants associated a picture in white on a dark background as a photo negative 

which looks, on the other hand, different but on the other, less clear or suitable for a wine 

bottle label element (EF1, EM2, LF2, and LM2). This was an interesting find as younger 

generations might not associate this coloring combination with a photo negative, as they 

have most likely not grown up with access to or knowledge of photo negatives. 

EF1: “…It's actually quite hard to make sense out of the green label, it looks like a negative 

photo because the colors are inverted, I just feel that a light-colored base with dark text and 

imagery is clearer than this dark green with white text and lines...” 

EM2: “…This green background with white coloring looks like a negative photo with 

inverted colors so that makes it unique...” 

LF2: “…This negative photo feel brings a certain level of uniqueness because green is a bit 

more unorthodox choice than for example white…” 

LM2: “…The green label is interesting because it looks like a negative photo and that looks 

different…” 

The informants described wine bottles that fit the hedonic element as rare, different, non-

commercial, or smallholding-produced, old, interesting, surprising, and special (EF2, LF1, 

and LM2). Even mysterious was mentioned (LM2). 

EF2: “…This is a bottle that you can't get, like you'll never find something like this in Alko, 

only at vineyards, something that has been just made and it's a total surprise what's inside 

it, but once you have tested it, it's something that you'll want to bring home…” 

LF1: “…I think that this wine is from a smaller vineyard. This image makes you feel like the 

wine is from this winery and it makes it more approachable and it's easier to imagine the 

quality even better…” 

LM2: “…Looks like a mystery bottle, it's intriguing and it stands out from the rest...” 

4.5 Unique brand prestige element 

When the informants chose unique wine bottles, they were drawn to the unusual, 

uncommon bottle with no label. The only section in the interview where a modern layout 

was chosen within a brand prestige element was related to uniqueness, but it does not 

necessarily mean that it is viewed as prestigious, only unusual, or in other words, unique. 

Informants were drawn to the most traditional layout, in neutral and traditional color, 

similar to the top selections in the three previous brand prestige element sections. However, 
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the traditional color of yellow split the informants into two groups, the other group thought 

that the coloring communicated uniqueness (EF2, EM2, and LM2). 

EF2: “…The yellow label makes the wine feel rarer because it looks like it has been forgotten 

somewhere in a vineyard cellar and the coloring has turned yellow...” 

EM2: “…The yellow, almost goldish coloring looks more precious in my eyes. I think yellow 

looks more dignified…” 

LM2: “…I think of an authentic and rare French wine bottle when I see this color [yellow]...” 

Whilst the other group said the yellow ones are the least unique because yellow labels on 

bottles were seen as the most ordinary bottles to find in an Alko (EM2 and LF2). 

EM2: “…I think of yellow as a more ordinary color...” 

LF2: “…If I close my eyes, I can image 15 bottles in Alko that is yellow and has a picture of 

a vineyard or you know a French countryside landscape…” 

The bottle with the most traditional layout, colored in the modern color, was never chosen 

to be unique, which is interesting because many informants mentioned that they do not 

associate dark green with being a red wine bottle label color, making it quite unique (EF1 

and LM1).  

EF1: “…For some reason I associate the green-colored label to be for a white wine bottle, 

and this [fictitious label] looks clearly like a red wine bottle so I have an internal 

contradiction that this label cannot be for a red wine bottle at all…” 

LM1: “…I didn't think that the green-colored label could contain red wine...” 

Some informants also indicated that the green color is rare or unsuitable for a wine bottle 

in general, in their opinion, saying that it is unattractive (EF1), unsuitable (EM1 and LM1), 

or too complex (LM1). 

EF1: “…The green and yellow are not attractive colors...” 

EM1: “…I don't remember seeing green as a label color that much…” 

LM1: “…I don't think that green or dark green is suitable for a label coloring, it's weird, the 

color should be somehow simpler…” 

While other informants did find green coloring suitable and prestigious for a wine bottle 

label, thinking that it is classic, special, and royal-like (LF1, LF2 and LM2). 
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LF1: “…Dark green is like a royal color, it feels nice, and I associate it with something 

luxurious and nicer and in my brain, it means that it has better quality. This green color 

feels like it’s expensive…” 

LF2: “…I don't have any intense feelings about the green, it's quite neutral, classic, and 

really earthy. Nowadays, you can have any colored bottle and label, but the old dark green 

label and dark bottle make me feel like the combination is more natural and suitable…”  

LM2: “…It looks peculiar that there is a green background and with white the field or 

vineyard...” 

Many informants said the modern illustration was strange and unusual, but half of the not 

chosen bottles had it, meaning millennial informants do not think of it as unique. It is also 

possible that the informants did not choose bottles with a modern illustration simply 

because they did not like the octopus illustration as such (EM1, EM2, and LF2). 

EM1: “…A newer wine producer might use this octopus image in order to stand out from 

the competition, but it feels a bit unnatural...” 

EM2: “…I didn't choose the octopus because I do not like the image, or the octopus, I mean. 

Having an octopus on a label is just not a good choice, it looks quite wild, like what on earth 

is that?...” 

LF2: “…I have to think about this octopus thing, I'm not sure what I think of it...” 

To conclude, informants described wine bottles that fit the element of uniqueness as 

unusual, unconventional, special, rare, exotic, or even weird but still as something beautiful 

and simple. 

4.6 Quality brand prestige element 

Quality as a brand prestige element had the least variation in the chosen wine bottles across 

informants. This means that there is a consensus between the informants on what looks 

sophisticated and, in a way, superior. The most traditional layout was chosen in each of the 

three colors meaning that the layout is more important than the background color (LM2).  

LM2: “…The color is not the main reason I choose something, the bottle label per se 

influences more…” 

The traditional layout includes a more decorative font, a frame, and the same colored 

background across the label, which informants found to be suitable design elements for 

quality wine bottles (EF2, EM2, LF1, and LF2).  
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EF2: “…I like this font better because it's softer and it makes me think of expensive and old-

school, almost royal wine. It just appeals to me more...” 

EM2: “…This big old-school font makes me think that it contains quality wine because I 

associate old to wine producers that have been in business for a long time and that the 

château has been producing this wine for many years...” 

LF1: “…From this italic font I think that this is elegant and luxurious…” 

LF2: “…This font is clearly more sophisticated with the first C being very decorative…” 

If a bottle with a picture had to be chosen, the illustration motive would be traditional, but 

informants went for the neutral setting of not having a picture at all more often (EM1 and 

LM1). 

EM1: “…A label without an image comes across as a good, quality wine...” 

LM1: “…I find the label appealing when there is no image. It also feels high-quality...” 

No matter the background colors, the modern illustration was never chosen to represent 

qualitative wine (EF1). Also, the modern layout was off-putting to the informants, who did 

not perceive it to contain quality wine (LM1 and LM2). 

EF1: “…It [octopus] makes me think of a more affordable, very basic wine...” 

LM1: “…I don't like these with two colored backgrounds, they're ugly...” 

LM2: “…The two-color blend it's not quite as stylish or suitable as the single-colored one...” 

Interestingly, some informants thought that the modern color portrayed quality and 

prestige (EM1 and LF2). 

EM1: “…Somehow, this green communicates more quality than the yellow one...” 

LF2: “…Green is the most prestigious color out of these...” 

In conclusion, the informants described wine bottles that fit the quality element as 

expensive, simple, old, and focused on the production and wine properties. 

4.7 Findings relating to other visual aspects 

Interestingly the bottle with a traditional coloring and layout with a modern picture was not 

mentioned in any of the interviews and was not chosen as the least prestigious bottle either. 

This could mean that the bottle looked quite normal and did not evoke any positive or 
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negative feelings amongst the informants. It is also possible that the other labels better 

represented the informants’ thoughts at the moment. 

The informants associated the modern color with other products such as white wine bottles 

(EF2) and olive oil bottles (LM2). 

EF2: “…I associate green labels always with white wine...” 

LM2: “…For some reason the green-labeled bottles make me think of an olive oil bottle...” 

Wine bottles with images of an animal were seen as a good and a bad thing; on the other 

hand, it is easily remembered or suitable for own use, but on the other, they might be 

perceived as a less prestigious wine (EF1, EF2, and LF2). 

EF1: “…It would be a playful thought that there is a nice animal-themed image because if 

it's only coming for my own use, I don't have to think if it looks childish for someone else. I 

think it could be quite nice to look at an octopus…” 

EF2: “…This octopus wine I could imagine buying for a cooking wine. The bottle would 

remain in the kitchen...” 

LF2: “…It is for a Finnish person quite exotic, quite beautiful actually. It looks nice on paper 

and the silhouette is easily recognizable. Animal-themed wines are easily remembered like 

you remember that "hey it was the bear wine that was really good with vegetarian food, it 

had a bear on a bicycle". Animals are so easily recognized and it's easy to say "hey I'm 

looking for the wine with the octopus"...” 

Several informants also associated the octopus with seafood (EM2, LF1, LF2, and LM2). 

EM2: “…It feels more like a themed wine, like with seafood you'd have this, and it also limits 

the use of the wine…” 

LF1: “…I associate the octopus to white wine and to fish dishes and seafood...” 

LF2: “…Well, this is like probably suitable for seafood…” 

LM2: “…It makes me think that it is meant to be drunk with seafood...” 

LM1 expressed that they do not care for the traditional bottle shape or the traditional shape 

of the label. 

LM1: “…The shape of the bottle affects me. These presented wine bottles have a boring, 

generic shape, I like it when a bottle is shorter and wider or taller and narrower. They just 

raise my interest. Also, if the label would go for example, around the whole bottle or 
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somehow differently, it would catch my eye. I wouldn’t say that it would make a wine more 

prestigious, but I would definitely buy something different...” 

4.8 Summary of findings 

Based on the findings presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that wine bottle labels 

influence perceived brand prestige through design elements like illustrations, layout, and 

coloring on wine bottle labels in multiple ways.  

In order for the millennial informants to perceive a wine brand as prestigious, they feel that 

the wine bottle label needs to portray certain attributes linked to conspicuousness, 

uniqueness, quality, and hedonism and to help them extend themselves. Conspicuousness 

was perceived from a label as being expensive or valuable-looking but also looking like a 

beautiful, classy, highly regarded, award-winning wine. The uniqueness of a wine bottle 

label was described as being unusual, special, rare, exotic, and unconventional. Quality was 

reported to be perceived if the wine bottle label seemed qualitative, old, simple yet 

expensive-looking, and the design focused on the production and wine properties. Hedonic 

attributes were described as ”rare, but known”, something looking like it had been produced 

by a smallholding company, old, interesting, special, and even surprising. The informants 

reported that a visually pleasing, beautiful, elegant, playful, and fun wine bottle label would 

help extend themselves. 

The findings show that the layout has the most significant impact on brand prestige 

perceptions amongst the informants. The traditional layout was chosen the majority of the 

time in the separate brand prestige element sections, as well as when asked for the most 

prestigious bottle label design. The low variance and strong opinions and comments about 

the modern layout indicate that the informants perceive the layout as the most influential 

wine label design element. Also supporting this is the fact that the least prestigious labels 

chosen by the informants contained multiple modern layout labels.  

The second most impactful design element that impacts perceptions of brand prestige is 

illustrations. Informants indicated this to have some influence on their perception of brand 

prestige but that the layout design was more impactful. Nevertheless, most of the 

informants did not enjoy a modern (octopus) illustration on a wine bottle in certain 

situations linked to prestigiousness, indicating that the traditional and neutral illustrations 

were perceived to be more prestigious. The least impactful design element that influences 

brand prestige perceptions is color. In multiple instances, informants stated that the color 

did not influence their choice and that the illustration or the layout design was more 
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impactful. However, based on the findings, it cannot be concluded that color would not 

influence brand prestige perceptions at all.  

Based on this thesis' findings, if there is an intention to produce a prestigious-looking wine 

bottle label according to millennials, the label should have a traditional layout design, 

traditional or neutral illustration, while the color could be either traditional, neutral, or 

modern. Based on the evidence presented in this chapter, the discovery of how the 

informants evaluated brand prestigiousness is summarized in the figure below.  

Figure 15 Findings summary of the wine bottle label elements which influences prestigious brand perception 
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5 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

This last chapter of the thesis will discuss the empirical findings and present contributions 

to the research field through theoretical implications and contributions to the industry 

through managerial implications. Additionally, limitations, as well as thoughts on future 

research opportunities, are touched upon. Finally, the thesis will be concluded with 

concluding remarks.  

All actions and efforts in this research project have been made in order to reach the research 

aim reliably and qualitatively. The aim of the thesis was to examine the impact of wine bottle 

labels on perceived brand prestige among Finnish millennial consumers. At the beginning 

of the research, the following research questions were formulated to reach the aim: Firstly, 

how do wine bottle labels influence perceived brand prestige amongst millennial 

consumers? Moreover secondly, what parts of wine bottle labels, if any, influence 

perceived brand prestige the most amongst millennial consumers? Answers to these 

research questions have been comprised in the key findings in the thesis, as stated in the 

previous chapter. Wine label design, constituting of three elements, influences the 

perception of how prestigious a wine brand or bottle is, and these three elements are label 

layout design, illustration, and color. The most impactful element is the layout design, 

following illustration and the least impactful of the three is color. 

Contribution, which leads to implications, is not only knowledge validated by results but 

also an exploration of connections between topics that have not been suggested before. In 

order to offer meaningful contribution, it is as essential to have a link from previously 

confirmed research and literature to the new research findings, as that enables the 

possibility of novel aspect discovery. This assures that there is merit and possible continuity 

to the contribution. (A. Dubois & Gadde, 2014.) This thesis contributes to the academic 

fields of wine marketing and the research niche of brand prestige within the context of 

millennial consumers. In addition, this thesis offers a new research model by combining the 

previously established model of wine bottle label elements by Boudreaux & Palmer (2007) 

and how perceptions affect brand prestigiousness (PSCB model by Vigneron & Johnson, 

1999)  in the mind of consumers. This conceptual model provides a new way of analyzing 

consumer perceptions in wine research.  

5.1 Theoretical implications 

Previously, during the past decades, millennials as a generational consumer group have 

been established as a relevant research topic (Brosdahl & Carpenter, 2011; Ferguson, 2011; 

Mundel et al., 2017; Norum, 2003; Nowak et al., 2006; Smola & Sutton, 2002; Strauss & 

Howe, 2000) and there is a common consensus that millennials are different to any other 
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consumer group. This is also an emerging theme in studies regarding millennial wine 

consumers (Agnoli et al., 2011; Bruwer et al., 2011; Chrysochou et al., 2012; de Magistris et 

al., 2011; Fountain & Lamb, 2011; Lategan et al., 2017; MacDonald et al., 2013). However, 

no studies were found to address how millennial wine consumers perceive brand 

prestigiousness through wine label design elements, which is why the research was called 

for. This thesis has successfully accomplished its aim of examining the impact of wine bottle 

labels on perceived brand prestige among millennial consumers. 

The choices made by the informants in the ‘giving a high-end gift’ situation (measuring the 

prestigious element of conspicuousness) and in the situation of ‘choosing a rare find to bring 

home’ (the hedonic element) signal that the millennial informants were motivated by 

purchasing products that would bring them status and feelings of exclusivity, if the price 

was not a factor to be considered. This is similar to what Mundel et al. (2017) found in their 

research about affordable luxuries. According to Henley et al. (2011), millennials' attention 

is drawn to the most “eye-catching” bottles and labels, and having an attractive wine bottle 

design affects millennials purchasing behavior most out of all possible factors. According to 

the study in this thesis, millennial informants were most interested in wine bottles with 

“eye-catching” labels, but it was shown that this does not explicitly mean that the interest 

correlates to the perception of prestigiousness. The thesis findings also support the claim 

that having an attractive wine bottle design affects millennials' wine purchase behavior.  

This study’s findings are akin to Tang et al. (2015) and Chrysochou et al. (2012) findings 

that millennials, the youngest group of wine consumers, are drawn to good-looking wine 

labels. However, the perception of attractiveness is highly individual, which makes it 

difficult to assess a generational group with a small sample size on how millennials judge 

the attractiveness of different design elements. This being said, the informants did mention 

attractiveness as their motivation for choosing some wine bottles based on the label design. 

Elliot and Barth (2012) claimed that millennials would sooner choose wine bottles with 

labels related to romance or sex, which are modern compared to the traditional vineyard 

scenery, as an example. Contrary to what Elliot and Barth (2012) found in their study, in 

this study, the millennial informants preferred traditional themes in the illustrations 

instead of modern illustrations. This difference might be because the modern illustration in 

this study did not fall under romance or sexual themes but towards unusual animals. 

Henley et al. (2011) stated that millennials' purchase intentions are affected by, for example, 

the font style, which became apparent in this study as the informants thought that the layout 

(with a particular type of font) was the most influential element when thinking of brand 

prestige in general and when buying a rewarding wine bottle for themselves (extended self 
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element). Many informants mentioned that they did not appreciate the modern font, saying 

that it did not look suitable for a wine bottle label or as something portraying 

prestigiousness. 

The perceived simplicity and classic style influenced wine bottle selection for a status or 

wealthiness signaling situation. For choosing a wine bottle based on its appearance when 

rewarding themselves, the informants could be divided into two groups; one was 

determined that they would choose the same bottles as what they did in the conspicuous 

situation (high-end gifting), while the other group wanted to explore more unconventional 

wine bottles. Appreciation of unconventional design can be linked to perceptions of fun and 

excitement, which Nowak et al. (2006) have also recognized as a selling point of brands to 

millennials. Orth and Malkewitz (2008) state that high excitement could be achieved by 

unconventionally massive packaging design, which supports this thesis' findings. This 

group of wine consumers would fall under "casuals" (Geraghty & Torres, 2009) and 

"enthusiasts" (Kolyesnikova et al., 2008) groups, and the members of these groups want the 

luxurious brand to share their personal values (Bain, 2016). The group who would like to 

reward themselves with more classic-styled bottles were maybe not looking for high 

excitement for rewarding themselves, but rather looking for value for their money (Orth & 

Malkewitz, 2008). 

The hedonic wine bottle selection had the biggest variance in informant perceptions, 

probably because it is very individual how a person evaluates “tastefulness.” Unique was 

almost synonymous with unusual to the informants when they were tasked to choose the 

most unique-looking bottles. Surprisingly, bottles with elements that the informants found 

odd or unsuitable were not considered unique. Perceptions of what quality wine bottles look 

like had the least variance among the informants, indicating that quality as a concept is 

more universally similarly perceived than, for example, the concept of hedonism. In 

addition, Kapferer and Valette-Florence (2022) state that millennials associate high quality 

with ‘luxury’ and ‘expensiveness’, which were terms mentioned by many informants in this 

thesis when asked for attributes representing quality. 

5.2 Managerial implications 

This thesis and its results also offer implications for practitioners in the wine marketing 

industry. Firstly, the theoretical framework chapter has provided general theory yet 

important information on the topics of millennial consumers, wine marketing, and brand 

prestige for companies whose business relates to any of these topics. A company producing 

wine, wishing to situate itself as a prestigious brand for millennial consumers, would benefit 

from the theory gathered the most. This thesis also advances a general understanding of 
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wine marketing opportunities in non-traditional wine-producing countries like Finland. 

Secondly, this thesis provides proven data on how some millennials perceive different 

packaging elements and what they associate with, for example, different colors. Thirdly, 

wine producers or marketing consultants can use the findings (summarized in Figure 15) to 

create wine labels that millennials find prestigious and, by doing that, influence purchase 

behavior positively.  

To restate the main finding, the layout is the most influential design element of the three 

main design elements on a wine bottle label that influence the perception of how prestigious 

a wine brand is, and the informants in this study perceived a traditional layout as the most 

prestigious layout alternative. The prestigiousness of the layout is described, for example, 

as classy, elegant, interesting, qualitative, and special, according to the informants' views 

on the PSCB elements by Lee et al. (2015). This finding means that one possible way to 

influence millennial wine consumers to purchase one wine bottle over another is to focus 

on producing labels with traditional layouts. This is because millennials might perceive a 

bottle like that to be more prestigious than a bottle without a traditional label, even if the 

other extrinsic cues, price, or other attributes would be exactly the same. 

5.3 Limitations and future research 

It is important to recognize that the millennial generation was represented in the study with 

only eight informants, who again only represented five birth years out of twenty (all possible 

birth years between 1980 and 2000). A larger sample size with more birth years represented 

and more informants in general, could either strengthen the findings in this thesis or, 

alternatively, result in differing conclusions. This is why it is not possible to generalize the 

results to the whole millennial generation, not even to the whole millennial generational 

group in Finland, as all the respondents were from Southern Finland. Doing the data 

collection in Study 2 with the same respondents when they age or data collection with 

different informants all together at a different time might lead to different conclusions 

which have been presented in this thesis. It is also worth noting that Study 2 relied only on 

self-reported perceptions, which might result in raw data that is not necessarily factual, 

even if the informants believed that they were being truthful. 

Time and resources allocated to conduct the studies and author the thesis is limited to 

Hanken School of Economics study curriculum for a student majoring in Marketing and to 

the amount of ECTS credits awarded for the work. The suggested time used from the 

research plan to the finished thesis is seven months, precisely the time taken to finish this 

thesis, excluding the summer holidays. 
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By overcoming the limitations, future research has the ability to take the research topic as 

it is further. This thesis only focused on three (main) wine design elements' impact on brand 

prestige perceptions, but there are many more bottle design elements that could be studied 

in the same context that this thesis has tackled. As already mentioned in delimitations, the 

study only included red wine bottles; for further research, the differences in brand prestige 

perception in white or sparkling wine could be explored. As time goes by, it would be 

interesting to see if millennials' perceptions of wine bottle visual elements evolve as they get 

older. Also, as new generations come to the legal age of consuming alcohol, their 

perceptions in contrast to millennials would be an interesting research avenue to explore. 

This thesis encourages other researchers to inspect how brand prestige can be studied and 

measured in special product categories (such as wine) or even in more common product 

categories, for example, in the fast-moving consumer goods market. 

5.4 Concluding remarks 

While the theoretical framework offered relevant academic literature on millennials as a 

modern generation, branding, brand prestige, wine bottle marketing, and front-label design 

elements, it also created a solid foundation for the empirical work. The empirical research 

design methods were meticulously chosen, and the qualitative abductive approach was 

argued for with an extensive description of the research process and the data analysis. The 

data analysis provided the needed knowledge to transform data into concrete findings in 

order to answer the research questions of this thesis. The findings and results were 

presented in the form of informant quotes as evidence, and further analysis of what the 

informants communicated verbally and non-verbally was conducted. A summary of the key 

findings was provided, and lastly, a discussion on the topics studied with theoretical and 

managerial implications was shared.  

Millennials’ buying behavior, especially within the wine industry, is highly influenced by 

appearances (Chrysochou et al., 2012), and with this thesis, there is evidence that 

appearances also influence their perceptions of wine brand prestige.  Brand prestige is often 

associated with high-end quality (Favier et al., 2019), which was proved correct with the 

quality brand prestige element findings. Millennials also tend to spend money on status-

signaling products (Mundel et al., 2017), which became apparent in the findings related to 

the conspicuous brand prestige element. Based on the research and empirical study's main 

findings on wine brand prestige perceptions, the final conclusion can be made that wines 

are indeed judged by their label. 
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APPENDIX 1  THE DEMOGRAPHY OF THE WORLD POPULATION 

 

(by Roser, 2019) 
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APPENDIX 2 WORLDWIDE STILL WINE CONSUMPTION VOLUMES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(By Statista, 2021) 
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APPENDIX 3 INTERVIEW GUIDE  

Question type 

 

Purpose 

 

Link to theory 

INTRO 
Probing 

Patton 

(2015) 

Start the conversation 

with “easy” questions 
Patton (2015) 

1. What year were you 

born in? 

- Background 

and 

demographic 

To identify informant 

characteristics 

Standard 

background  

2. Where are you 

residing currently and 

what is your nationality? 

- Background 

and 

demographic 

To identify informant 

characteristics 

Standard 

background   

3. What is your current 

occupation? 

-Industry? 

-How long? 

Background 

and 

demographic 

To identify informant 

characteristics 

Standard 

background  

4. How would you 

describe your wine 

consumption? 

Frequency of: 

-drinking? 

-buying from 

restaurant? 

-buying from store? 

Background 

and 

demographic 

To identify informant’s 

wine habits 

Describing 

experience  

5. Could you describe the 

typical process of you 

buying a wine bottle? 

-Starting from being at 

home (ending at 

purchase) 

Background 

and 

demographic 

To identify informant’s 

wine habits 

Describing 

experience 

CONTROL     

6. Have you seen any of 

these wine bottles being 

sold online or in Alko? 

-Does any look 

familiar? 

Knowledge To test the labels  
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PRESTIGIOUSNESS Probing 
Patton 

(2015) 

To answer the 

research 

questions 

Lee et al. (2015) 

7. Choose three bottles 

which you feel would be a 

good high-end present. 

-What do they make 

you feel? 
 

To identify three labels 

which represent the 

“conspicuous” value the 

most 

PSCB: Conspicuous  

8. Why do you think you 

chose these bottles? 

-What makes them 

seem high-end? 

Feeling To identify informant’s 

own reasoning 

PSCB: Conspicuous  

9. Can you spot and 

describe any similarities 

between the chosen 

bottles? 

-Color 

-Layout 

-Image 

Opinion and 

values 

To identify which label 

elements the informant 

perceives as 

“conspicuous” 

PSCB: Conspicuous  

10. Choose three bottles 

which you feel would be a 

good reward for yourself 

for finishing a big 

project. 

-What do they make 

you feel? 

Sensory To identify three labels 

which represent the 

“extended self” value 

the most  

PSCB: Extended self  

11. Why do you think you 

chose these bottles? 

-What makes them feel 

like rewarding? 

Feeling To identify informant’s 

own reasoning 

PSCB: Extended self 

12. Can you spot and 

describe any similarities 

between the chosen 

bottles? 

-Color 

-Layout 

-Image 

Opinion and 

values 

To identify which label 

elements the informant 

perceives as part of 

“extended self” 

PSCB: Extended self 

13. Choose three bottles 

which you would feel 

would be a rare find to 

bring home from a wine-

tasting event. 

-What do they make 

you feel? 

Sensory To identify three labels 

which represent the 

“hedonic” value the 

most 

PSCB: Hedonic 
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14. Why do you think you 

chose these bottles? 

What makes it seem 

like a rare find? 

Feeling To identify informant’s 

own reasoning 

PSCB: Hedonic 

15. Can you spot and 

describe any similarities 

between the chosen 

bottles? 

-Color 

-Layout 

-Image 

Opinion and 

values 

To identify which label 

elements the informant 

perceives as 

“hedonistic” 

PSCB: Hedonic 

16. Choose three bottles 

which you feel are the 

most unique. 

-What do they make 

you feel? 

Sensory To identify three labels 

which represent the 

“unique” value the most 

PSCB: Unique 

17. Why do you think you 

chose these bottles? 

-Why do they seem 

unique? 

Feeling To identify informant’s 

own reasoning 

PSCB: Unique 

18. Can you spot and 

describe any similarities 

between the chosen 

bottles? 

-Color 

-Layout 

-Image 

Opinion and 

values 

To identify which label 

elements the informant 

perceives as “unique” 

PSCB 

     

19. Choose three bottles 

which you feel offers the 

best quality. 

-What do they make 

you feel? 

Sensory To identify three labels 

which represent the 

“quality” value the most 

PSCB: Quality 

20. Why do you think you 

chose these bottles? 

-Why do they seem to 

have better quality 

than other? 

Feeling To identify informant’s 

own reasoning 

PSCB: Quality 

21. Can you spot and 

describe any similarities 

between the chosen 

bottles? 

-Color 

-Layout 

-Image 

Opinion and 

values 

To identify which label 

elements the informant 

perceives as 

“qualitative” 

PSCB: Quality 
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22. Looking at all 16 wine 

bottles, which do you feel 

is the most prestigious 

and why? 

Which is the least 

prestigious? 

Sensory  PSCB 

23. How does it feel to 

look at them? 

 Opinion and 

values 

 PSCB 

24. Do you have anything 

that you would like to 

say or comment? 

 Feeling  PSCB 

CONCLUDING    Patton (2015) 

25. How would you 

describe your 

educational background? 

-What level? 

-What field? 

Background 

and 

demographic 

To identify informant 

characteristics 

Standard 

background by 

Patton (2015) 

26. Which gender do you 

identify yourself as? 

- Background 

and 

demographic 

To identify informant 

characteristics 

Standard 

background by 

Patton (2015) 
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APPENDIX 4 CONSENT FORM 
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APPENDIX 5 PHOTO-ELICITATIONS CHOSEN BY INFORMANTS IN 
STUDY 2 

 

 

PSCB element: 

 

Informant code 

Conspicuous Extended self Hedonic Unique Quality Most 

prestigious 

Least 

prestigious 

EM1 3, 5, 15 2, 3, 4 8, 14, 16 11, 12, 16 2, 3, 15 2 12 

LF1 13, 14, 15 3, 13, 15 4, 7, 16 1, 5, 16 13, 14, 15 14 16 

LM1 2, 7, 9 2, 3, 5 3, 9, 16 3, 9, 16 3, 9, 15 3 14 

EF1 2, 3, 5 3, 4, 9 2, 7, 13 2, 3, 9 2, 3, 9 3 12 

LM2 6, 7, 16 6, 7, 16 3, 9, 16 11, 13, 16 5, 7, 16 7 15 

EM2 2, 5, 9 2, 3, 9 3, 6, 16 1, 11, 16 2, 3, 9 6 1 

LF2 3, 5, 15 3, 5, 15 4, 15, 16 9, 14, 16 3, 14, 15 15 6 

EF2 5, 7, 9 4, 5, 13 2, 7, 16 4, 5, 16 2, 3, 9 9 8 

Mentioned  

only once 

6, 13, 14, 16 6, 7, 16 6, 8, 13, 14 2, 4, 12, 13, 14 5, 7, 13, 14, 

16 

Not mentioned in 

PSCB element  
 

1, 4, 8, 10, 

11, 12 

1, 8, 10, 11, 12, 

14 

1, 5, 10, 11, 12 1, 6, 7, 8, 10, 

15 

1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 

11, 12 

Not mentioned by any informants for any of 

the PSCB elements 
1, 10 

(Bolded number means that multiple informants have mentioned same 

photo elicitation image for the same PSCB element) 
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APPENDIX 6 SCREENSHOT OF CODING PROCESS 

 


